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VENETIAN GARDENS
A Total Community Plan

Enjoy The Convenience Of Leisure
Living With The Exclusiveness Of Your
Own Private Golf Course...In A
Recreation-Oriented Community.
"You Get More Out Of Life...
Because We Put More Into It!"
VENETIAN GARDENS
Northwest corner of
Pershing Avenue and March Lane
(209) 951-6030

Alaska Airlines has more flights from Seattle to more places in Alaska than any other airline.
Nobody knows Alaska like Alaska knows Alaska.

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

SCHMITZ DEVELOPMENT, INC. Community Developers
6202 Embarcadero Drive, Stockton, CA 95207 (209) 477-2671

THE UOP
CONCESSION STANDS
OFFER:
HOT DOGS ....

50*

CHOCOLATE MALTS .

50<

HOT CHOCOLATE

30*

COFFEE

25*

PEANUTS

All the Tigerrr action
broadcast LIVE on

KJOY
1280

. . . .

25*

POPCORN . . . .

25*

CARMEL CORN

.

.

25*

PINK POPCORN

.

.

25*

by the voice of UOP Football
WAYNE WELK

25*

Color by Carl Isaacs

COKES
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Bank of Stockton

Chase Chevrolet

McDonald's

Stockton Record

McDonalds
®

Tiger Cub
Scoring Derby
McDonald's Tiger Cub Members Can Score Big with UOP's Tigers This Year!
As UOP scores TDs, you win free McDonald's specialties!
Follow the Tigers at home and away on the Scoreboard below:
If UOP Scores:

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

TDs
You Get:
TDs
TDs
TDs
TDs
TDs
TDs or more

1 Free soft drink
1 Free regular hamburger
1 Free hamburger-and-fries order.
1 Free Big Mac.
1 Free Big MAC-and-fries order.
Free Big MAC, fries and 20? drink.
Free Big MAC, fries, 20? soft drink and hot
Apple pie.

And, if UOP's defense shuts an opponent out, you get a free hamburger
Bring your membership card to any of the four Stockton-Manteca stores before
closing time the Sunday following each game and score with UOP's Tigers.
McDONALD'S LOCATIONS
4515 Pacific Ave./1009 N. Wilson Way/8020 Lower Sacramento Rd./ 1311 Yosemite in Manteca

TODAY'S GAME

the

san otego
state
Tonight's game pits UOP against one
of the top teams in the country this
season.
San Diego State is presently ranked
14th on the UPI poll, and has been in
the Top-20 for five weeks now. The
Aztecs just this week broke into the
more prestigious AP poll, in 18th
position.
It's no surprise that they are listed
among the best. The Aztecs are presently
7-0, one of only twelve major college
teams still undefeated this season.
But San Diego isn't looking forward to
playing in Stockton. The last two times
they played here, they escaped with
three-point and one-point victories.
UOP would love to turn that streak in
their own favor. In fact, the Tigers have
been near-perfect at home, with an 18-2
record in Pacific Memorial Stadium
during the three-and-a-half year tenure
of Head Coach Chester Caddas.
"San Diego has had problems playing
in here," Caddas said this week. "They
have an awfully good team this year,
though. We haven't been able to find
one place where they have a real
weakness."
Aztec Head Coach Claude Gilbert
attributes the difference between this
year's team and last year's 8-2-1 squad to
a difference in attitude. "These kids
seem to be dedicated to a successful
season," he said.
Attitude may be the difference, but
the amount of talent on their squad
doesn't hurt either. San Diego is ranked
eighth nationally in total offense and
ninth nationally in total defense.

The Aztecs' team leader and top
offensive performer is quarterback Craig
Penrose, the fourth leading passer in the
country this year. Craig has passed for
1593 yards and 10 TDs in 1975.
Penrose's top receiver is Duke
Fergerson (32 receptions), 14th nation
ally in receiving.
Additional offensive punch comes
from running backs Monty Reedy and
Ollie Brown.
UOP will try to counter the pass with
the top group of thieves in the
conference, led by Vernie Kelley (seven
interceptions) and Mike Kiley (four
interceptions). Last week, linebacker
Rudy Viney grabbed his second inter
ception, and returned it 100 yards for a
TD.
Offensively, UOP will throw running
backs Bruce Gibson (PCAA Offensive
Player-of-the-Week), 73-yards per
game; John Ertman, 56-yards per game;
and Bob Ferraro, 54-yards per game,
against a defense that has allowed only
89-yards per game all year.
Another top Tiger to watch is Kelley
on punt returns; listed among the top
five nationally, Kelley has averaged
18.6-yards per return.
CAR DEALER'S NIGHT

Here's a chance
to test your knowledge of
UOP Sports and
have a little fun too!

1. UOP has lost nine straight to
San Diego State. When was
the last Tiger victory against
the Aztecs?

2. What were the biggest wins
for each team in the series?

3. What were UOP's biggest
wins and losses ever?

4. Rudy Viney's 100-yard
interception return last week
tied an NCAA record. What
other Tiger co-owns an NCAA
"long" record?

Tonight is the Stockton Car Dealer's
new car night. Besides a display of cars,
the UOP "Tiger" marching band
(director: David Goedecke) will enter
tain. Tonight's guest band is Edison HS
of Stockton.

PACIFIC GRID REVIEW
THE PACIFIC GRID REVIEW is Published
at all home football games of the Uni
versity of the Pacific by the UOP Athletic
Department. Extra copies can be ordered
from the UOP Sports Information Office
(946-2472). The Review is edited by Sports
Information Director Dave Schoonovcr.
Laughead of Dallas, Tex., and Miller Pho
tography contributed photographs. The
Review is printed by Vanguard Press,
Stockton, and is represented for national
advertising by Touchdown Publications,
San Francisco, CA.

SPANOS
SPORTS
QUIZ

National insert section published by
Touchdown Publications, One Embarcadero Center, San Francisco, CA 94111. All
rights reserved. Reproduction in whole
or in part without written permission of
the publisher is prohibited. ©1975 by
Touchdown Publications, Inc. (Robert A.
Fergusson, Editor and Publisher; David
A. Duncan, Associate Editor; Robert Ful
ton, Director of University Services; and
Roland Regala, Art Director.

(answers on UOP roster page)

from the experts at

s4.

SfratuM

'Piaftentiea,
1341 W. Robinhood Drive
478-7954

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Forty one years old and a graduate of North
western University, Roy Damer has been with
the Chicago TRIBUNE for 19 years where his
beats include college football, basketball,
and many All-Star and post-season contests.

Stockton's
finest
Prime Rib House
LUNCHEON
COCKTAILS

DINNER
BANQUETS

PRIME RIB INN
SHERWOOD PLAZA
Pacific Avenue at Robinhood
for reservations call 477-0241

"We Are Never
Undersold"

3750 N. West Lane
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CUP THIS AD FOR A

STOCKTON:
What's come
over you!
Look up and you'll see those PSA Grinningbirds
smiling down. For good reasons. More
flights connecting northern and southern
California than any other airline. Good
connections with Hertz cars and
Hyatt Hotels. Forty low-cost tours
(mini-vacations). Look up PSA
or your travel agent.
PSA gives you a lift.

$30*

DISCOUNT
ON COLOR TV
COSTING $400
OR MORE

•Fair Trade Models Excluded

PSA. 2 times a day
to and from San Diego.
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w W hen John Pont was football
coach at Indiana, he took his teams
to play at Purdue four times.
"I can recall on those trips how I
was called every name in the book
and how I was needled from the
stands before, during, and after the
game," Pont related of his welcome
to Lafayette. "I had bottles, apples,
and other objects thrown at me.
"Then I went back there last year
(as Northwestern coach) and it was
totally different. Now the people
were calling, 'Hi John. How are you?'
"Suddenly I'm the good guy. Why?
Because I'm at Northwestern. There
were as many people at the game and
they wanted Purdue to win, but the
feeling was different."
The reason for the difference is
that Purdue-Northwestern is just an
other important Big Ten game. Pur
due-Indiana is all-out war . . . one of
the great rivalries in college football.
What elevates a game from out of
the ordinary into the magical realm
of a "great rivalry?" Pont is an ex
pert on the subject because he was
involved in two of the best, YaleHarvard in addition to his eight
years in Hoosier territory.
"I honestly think it's a complex
thing," Pont explained. "I knew peo
ple at Indiana who had a 'P' painted
in their lawn the week of the game
and vice versa.
"One thing that contributes to a
great rivalry is proximity. The more
you see each other, the more you
communicate. There was more in
tensity to Yale-Harvard than YaleCornell because we were in contact
with each other more.
"Then there's the perpetuation of
tradition. Many of the great rivalries
are the last game of the season
where you can make up for a lot of
things that have gone wrong before.
And in these traditional games, there
is a strong feeling against people—
you're the bad guy and we're the
good guy."
"Feeling" is the one word which
repeatedly crops up in discussing the
big game. A case in point is John
Stufflebeem, Navy punter.
"Playing in the Army-Navy game

THE GREAT
RIVALRIES
GIVE
COLLEGE
BALL THAT
EXTRA
DIMENSION
by Roy Damer, Chicago TRIBUNE

is the apex of it all," Stufflebeem said
before the two service academies
met last year. "It's a feeling you can't
describe. The pageantry, the crowd,
the TV cameras. The thing that gets
me most is the tradition of it all.
"I think of the players that played
before . . . and now I'm a part of it.
You get a gut feeling inside of you
that just swells for two weeks and
finally bursts on the day that you
come onto the field to play the Army
team."

College football is unique in that
no other sport boasts the rivalries
which annually raise the blood pres
sure of players, coaches, alumni,
and fans alike. There are a good
number of heated rivalries through
out the nation, but following are
some of the best:
• MISSOURI-KANSAS—You might
say the seeds of this rivalry were
planted during Civil War times when
Missouri was pro-slavery and Kansas
was anti-slavery. One of William
Quantrill's raids left Lawrence (now
home of K.U.) burning to the ground,
and in retaliation Kansans "jayhawked" to Missouri and burned
farms and settlements.
This is the oldest series West of
the Mississippi River, having been
played 83 times since 1891. The Jayhawks dominated the early years
and in 1909 when William W. Roper
came to Missouri as coach, his state
ment to the welcoming committee
continued

In one of the hottest rivalries Michigan quarterback Dennis Franklin turns the corner against arch
rival Ohio State en route to a 10-10 tie in the memorable 1973 game.

rivalries
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was, "I understand you want to beat
Kansas." The two teams came up
to their Thanksgiving Day game un
defeated that y°ar and the night be
fore Roper called the key Tiger
players to his room, one by one, and
told each: "The alumni don't think
you can beat Kansas, but I don't be
lieve them. The team that won't be
beat, can't be beat."
Missouri won 12-6 and that battle
cry has been repeated countless
times since.
Don Faurot, inventor of the split T,
witnessed an unusual ending to his
coaching career at Missouri. The
game with Kansas appeared headed
for a 13-13 tie when the Jayhawks
held possession deep in their terri
tory with under two minutes left.
Coach Chuck Mather of Kansas ap
parently misjudged the placement of
the ball and called for a deep reverse.
Tackle Chuck Mehrer broke through
to spill Bobby Robinson for a safety,
giving Missouri a 15-13 victory.
Missouri, featuring Coach Dan
Devine's power sweep, was unbeaten
and ranked No. 1 in 1960 with its
best chance for the national cham
pionship. K.U. Coach Jack Mitchell
stacked a nine-man line against the
Tigers daring them to pass. They
didn't and Kansas came away with a
23-7 upset.
In 1969, Missouri walloped Kansas
69-21 and losing Coach Pepper
Rodgers thought Devine was pouring
it on. He said that after he flashed
the peace sign to Devine during the
game, his opponent returned only
"half of it back." The old one-fin
gered salute is characteristic of this
rivalry.
• CLEMSON-SOUTH CAROLINA—
This series was unique for decades
in that it was played on Thursday of
state fair week each October in Co
lumbia, home of the University of
South Carolina. It was called Big
Thursday and feelings ran as high
among fans as they did among
players.
The rivalry began in 1896 (Clemson leads 41-28-3) and one report
stated, "By 1915 the Fair game had
long since become a combination
picnic, fashion parade, political rally,
and drinking bout."
A serious incident was barely
averted in 1902. South Carolina
pulled a 12-6 upset and the univer
sity's president, Benjamin Sloan, ex
claimed, "I feel as though I have
grown six inches." After a parade
the next night, 300 Clemson cadets,
with bayonets and swords drawn,
marched on the Carolina campus

determined to destroy an emblem of
a gamecock crowing over a dejected
tiger. The cadets were confronted by
30 Carolina students dug in behind
a low wall and armed with pistols,
clubs, and other weapons. Before a
tragedy happened, police and faculty
members arrived and arranged a set
tlement.
In 1948, South Carolina outplayed
Clemson's Gator Bowl team for 55
minutes only to lose on a blocked
kick. With Carolina still leading 7-6,
Governor Thurmond (running for
President) was forced to leave late
in the last quarter. However, his
chauffeur refused to budge and fre
quent pleas over the loud speaker
failed to move him until Clemson
had scored the winning touchdown.
Sadly for many Clemson-South
Carolina fans, Big Thursday was
abolished after the 1959 match be
cause the Tigers objected to play
ing in the Gamecocks' stadium every
year. Now it is a home-and-home
series the final Saturday of the sea
son.
• INDIANA-PURDUE — The late
Avery Brundage saw an IndianaPurdue match several decades ago
and came away praising it as the
best football game he'd seen. There
was nothing at stake that day (there
seldom is when the two meet), but
the Big Ten title doesn't have to be
on the line for these fierce rivals to
stage their annual crunch carnival.
It is doubtful that any two schools
in the United State show such animos
ity toward each other as Purdue and
Indiana.
The two schools play for one of
the most famous trophies in college
football—the Old Oaken Bucket. The
bucket, now more than a century old,
was found in the well on a farm in
southern Indiana and the legend is
that Morgan's Raiders quenched
their thirst from it during the Civil
War.
Purdue dominates the series, but
Indiana scored a memorable 19-14
victory in 1967. The Boilermakers
appeared set to score the winning
touchdown in the last two minutes,
but fullback Perry Williams lost a
fumble at the 1-yard line.
That gave Indiana its first
(and
only) Rose Bowl assignment (a loss
would have sent Minnesota).
• YALE-HARVARD—It may sound
snobbish, but those connected with
the two schools refer to their meet
ing as "The Game." Certainly no
other series has the long and glorious
history of this one, which was start
ed 100 years ago.

"The Game" is the climax of a
busy week of activity between the
universities. This includes seven or
eight football games between the
Houses (dorms) of the two schools,
coed touch football matches, various
soccer contests, a joint glee club
concert, and a huge pre-game lun
cheon. The tailgating parties also are
the most lavish of the year.
Although the Yale-Harvard winner
doesn't have much impact anymore
on the nation's top 10, their series
has been as exciting as any around
—especially in recent seasons.
It was just last year that Harvard
started from its 5-yard line with 5
minutes left and trailing 16-14. Milt
Holt passed his team almost the
length of the field and then scored
the winning touchdown from 1-yard
out with only 15 seconds left to give
Harvard a 21-16 victory, ruining
Yale's perfect season.

Indiana Coach Lee Corso in the arms of
Purdue's Alex Agase at the end of the first
Oaken Bucket rivalry, won by Purdue.
• STANFORD-CALIFORNIA —
While Yale and Harvard have "The
Game," Stanford and California go
them one up by calling their series
"The Big Game."
The competition has been keen in
this one. Of 77 games, 35 have been
decided by seven or fewer points
and the unusually high total of 10
have ended in ties.
The first game was played in 1892
and Stanford won 14-10 even though
its student manager, Herbert Hoover,
forgot to bring the football. So a
local sporting goods operator jumped
on his horse, rode back to town, and
brought back a ball so "The Big
continued 7t
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FOOTBALL
WRITER

GOOD DEFENSE
IS A GOOD POLICY.

THE MOST ENVIED JOB IN THE COUNTRY

by Gus Schrader, President
Football Writers Association

lemember the old one about the
runaway kid who applied for a job
with a circus?
The shrewd owner assigned him to
the elephants, where he received
nothing but room and board for carry
ing water to the thirsty beasts, clean
ing up their mess and scrubbing their
tough hides with a long-handled
brush.
After two weeks of this drudgery,
he was offered a cash job by a hardware-store owner in a town where the
circus was staying.
"What!" demanded the tired young
ster, covered with elephant filth, "and
give up show business?"
If you don't want your son to be
an elephant nurse in a circus, you
might interest him in becoming a
football writer. Next to being a highly
paid pro athlete, it just might be the
most envied job in the country.
Sure, some of this is a kind of
adolescent fantasy. The idea of get
ting in free to every athletic event as
well as the prospect of actually
walking and talking with the athletic
gods is unique.
We have rarely departed to cover
a big-time football game but what
some acquaintance hasn't playfully
called after us, "You lucky dog! Don't
you need someone to go along and
carry your typewriter?"
We have often thought of those en
vious chaps later when the inkstained wretches are tolling long after
the last hurrah has sounded in the
arena. The guys who had to pay their
way in are blithely replaying the game
at a tailgate party while the writers
extract quotes from athletes and
coaches.
Then comes the endless job of put
ting the facts together for stories and
the vigilant job of making sure the
material arrives back at your paper
before the deadline. To say nothing
At

of stumbling out of a darkened sta
dium to a gate that's locked and to a
taxicab that never arrives.
But leave show biz? Not on your
life ! When's the next big game?
Where will the press headquarters
be? Can we get there a little early to
squeeze in some fun with the other
scribes? Is there a press party before
the game?
That's another item that has in
trigued football fans in recent years:
stories about lavish entertainment of
the football writers. Is it true they are
wined and dined? Do they turn up
their noses at anything but caviar,
shrimp, thick steaks and vintage
champagne?
Well, we can't deny a lot of fine
food and drink has been provided the
football press on occasion. But there
are many more times when the writers
have made themselves cold-cut sand
wiches and washed them down on the
run with either beer or soda pop.
We always enjoyed the story, per
haps true, of the playboy writer who
Gus Schrader
President, Football Writers Association

arrived early to cover the big game.
After a hard night of bar-hopping, our
hero was in no shape to write his
daily column. His hang-over seemed
terminal, but he showed commend
able resourcefulness by crawling
down to Western Union and dispatch
ing the following wire to his office:
"Re-run yesterday's column by popu
lar request."
Sober or lit up, football writers
include some of the most charming
men in sports. We know writers who
still raise their glasses to salute the
wife of one of them who said: "Of
all the sports people I meet in my hus
band's work, by far the most fasci
nating are the writers themselves."
We have met a lot of them in a
football writing career that began in
covering Iowa's team in 1941. Some
of the most notable in the Midwest
became a kind of fraternity while on
20 of 21 consecutive Big Ten Sky
writers trips starting with the charter
flight in 1954. We missed only one—
in 1972 while covering the Olympics
in Munich.
These airborne scribes work hard.
And some of them play hard. Kaye
Wessler of the Columbus CITIZEN
JOURNAL and I used to get up before
dawn to squeeze in nine fast holes of
golf at some of the stops. And there
are the endless bridge games. We
could always find a foursome that
would keep the bridge deck hot every
second we were in the airplane—in
the air or on the ground.
After the stories were written and
filed each night, there were more
bridge sessions or poker games that
kept many of the writers up danger
ously close to sun-up, or take-off time.
There was always time for levity.
Each morning at breakfast the main
topic of conversation was which Sky
writer had done the most hilarious
deeds the night before—in the press
continued 9t
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There's more to Nevada than 21 tables, Frank Sinatra
and Hoover Dam. There's a human side. An American
side. Like Charlie on the right. He's been over every inch
of Nevada in his 92 years and it's people like Charlie
who helped us compile 4 books on our state and
its heritage.

For information on Nevada vacations write to:
The Nevada Department of Economic Development,
State Capitol, Carson City, Nevada.

Outside Reno and Las Vegas there's a different Nevada.
A land of nostalgia. Ghost towns and relics. Majestic
desert and breathtaking scenery is only a small part of
Nevada, the real America waiting for you to explore.
Tackle Nevada on your next vacation and if you get to
Goldfield wish Charlie a happy 93rd.

Bet on Nevada
for history
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Game" could make its debut. Despite
his lack of memory, the nation's 31st
President did an excellent job running
the gate and the game netted $30,000.
The symbol of the rivalry is the
Axe, first displayed at an 1899 base
ball game between the two schools.
After Stanford yell leader Billy Erb
had used the axe throughout the
game to behead a dummy bear and
chop up blue and gold ribbons, a
group of Cal men overpowered the
guardians of the axe (including for
mer U.S. Senator Carl Hayden of
Arizona) and stole it. To help sneak
it across the Bay on a ferryboat, they
sawed off the handle.
There have been many highlights
in this West Coast series, but a low
one occurred in 1946. Stanford scored
an easy 25-6 win, dropping Califor
nia's record to 2-7. The loss so in
furiated fans in the Golden Bears'
rooting section that they tore up their
own bleachers and screamed for the
firing of Coach Frank Wickhorst.
They got their wish.
• WABASH-DePAUW—fust 27 miles
apart in central Indiana, these two
small liberal arts colleges have a
wonderfully close series going with
DePauw ahead 38-36-7. It all started
in 1890 and they have met 65 con
secutive years, prompting the two
schools to claim "the oldest continu
ous football rivalry west of the Alleghenies."
Because of the proximity, the rivals
often are brothers, cousins, high
school classmates, or friends. The
trophy in the series is the Monon
Bell, a 350-pound object that was do
nated by the Monon Railroad in 1932.
It was taken from one of the rail
road's locomotives and painted red
on one side (for Wabash) and gold
on the other (for DePauw).
• ARMY-NAVY—For tradition and
color, this series must rank at the top.
The game is the culmination of a 365day conflict between the Cadets and
Middies.
Pranksters run wild the weeks be
fore the clash and Army's favorite
pastime is kidnapping Navy's goat
mascot. After making off with the
nanny in 1972, the Cadets chipped in
to take out large ads in the New York
and Washington which showed a pic
ture of the goat with Army's mule.
The caption read: "Hey Navy! Do you
know where your 'kid' is today? The
Corps does."
The Middies have responded in
recent years by spreading the Cadets'
seats in the stadium with limburger
cheese and paint. And they really
gave it to an Army exchange officer

at Annapolis.
He entered his room one day to
find a mule—a mule which had been
fed Ex-Lax. Then the Middies sur
rounded his house and announced
they were going to take turns using
a sledge hammer to demolish his new
car. He watched in horror as they
smashed it to smithereens. But the
Brigade had chipped in $1 apiece and
the Army officer was presented a
check for $4,000, enough to buy even
a better model than he had.
Army-Navy began in 1890, but
there was a six-year break starting in
1894 when a general and admiral at
the Army-Navy Club in New York
threatened a duel over the game. The
series has been played in seven cities,
but has been held in Philadelphia's
}. F. K. Stadium the last 30 years.
From the days of Blanchard and
Davis at West Point and Staubach at
Annapolis, the quality of football at
the academies has gone to the point
where they aren't threats to break
into the nation's top 10. But the ArmyNavy game becomes the focal point
for parties at service installations
throughout the world. It is probably
attended by more dignitaries than
any other contest. And its tradition
and pageantry remain unmatched in
athletics.
• ALABAMA-AUBURN —For the
people involved, this is the "Brag
Bowl." The winner, they explain, "re
tains bragging rights for an entire
year."
Football is a way of life in Alabama
and when these two schools meet,
households across the state are di
vided. Over 75 per cent of each team's
roster annually comes from within
the state so that adds a razor's edge
to the sharp rivalry.
The feeling in this game goes even
beyond the state line. During the 1974
contest which was nationally telecast,
two viewers in Chattanooga disagreed
over an Alabama field goal and one
fatally shot the other.
Since 1955, Auburn and Alabama
have gone to 26 bowls, which has
added national significance to the
series. It all started in 1892, but when
the 1907 game pfematurally ended in
a 6-6 tie because of a riot, the rivalry
was suspended until 1948. The presi
dents of the two universities then got
them together again on the field, with
an assist from the state legislature,
which reportedly threatened a cut
back in funds if the series were not
resumed.
One of the most bizarre games in
rivalry occurred in 1972 when Ala
bama held a 16-3 lead entering the

final 5 minutes. Aut Auburn won 1716 on two blocked punts by line
backer Bill Newton which fantasti
cally bounced into the arms of David
Langner on his way to the goal line.
Every Crimson Tide fan had to en
dure his own personal hell for a year
after that one.
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Action from the 1974 Auburn-Alabama
game. Auburn has the ball, but to no avail
as Alabama won 17-13.

• NOTRE DAME-SOUTHERN CALI
FORNIA—Over the last decade, this
has grown into the top intersectional
rivalry in the nation. It is one that
defies the theory that "proximity" is
a necessity of a great series. Un
doubtedly, these are two of the giants
of the industry and enhanced their
positions in recent seasons under
Coaches Ara Parseghian and John
McKay.
This series began in 1926 under
two other famous coaches — Knute
Rockne and Howard Jones. The story
goes that in one of the early games
Jones marched a big tackle into the
Notre Dame locker room at half time,
rolled up one of the athlete's sleeves,
and displayed a set of teeth marks to
I Rockne.
"Well Howard," retorted Rockne,
"from now on we'll schedule all our
games with USC on Fridays."
In early years of the series, Notre
Dame dominated and almost any Tro
jan victory was considered an upset.
One occurred in 1931 at South Bend
even though the Irish had built a 140 lead after three quarters.
Southern Cal scored two touch
downs, but a missed extra point left
it trailing 14-13. The Trojans then
marched to the Irish 13 with only
seconds left and Jones called for his
continued 10t
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conference, card games or out on the
town. This quickly gave rise to a Sky
writer of the Year trophy, merrily
voted to the one whose foul-ups were
most memorable.
Ask any Skywriter who ever made
the Big Ten tour in the first 15 years
and the name he holds most reverent
is that of the Gordon Graham, the
late sports editor of the Lafayette
(Ind.) JOURNAL and COURIER.
Now there was a real throwback.
A wonderful guy, an expressive
writer, a great conversationalist. No
matter how late or wet the party got,
Gordon's column next day would con
tain exact quotes from his associates
the night before.
Gordon became a legend in his own
time. He enjoyed passing along sage
advice to the younger scribes. When
one of them excused himself to make
a phone call to his wife back home,
Gordon remonstrated with him.
"Don't ever call home," Gordon
warned. "Look, did you ever call
home and get any GOOD news?"
Among those who are tickled by
the Big Ten Skywriters' Man of the
Year Award at the end of each trip
was Fred Stabley, veteran sports in
formation director at Michigan State.
Fred each year donates a handsome
trophy of an airplane to the writer
judged by his peers to be the best—
or funniest—on the tour. The only
payment he requires is that the pre
sentation at the tour-ending dinner
be tape-recorded so he can listen to it
later in his office and guffaw at the
wisecracks.
At one Big Ten Skywriter bull ses
sion, his fellow travelers were trying
to place a label on Jauss, a man of
such contrasting facets. Some said he
was as intelligent as any egghead, and
some maintained he was as down-toearth as any jockstrap on campus. So
they compromised and decreed that
henceforth Jauss would be known as
an "eggstrap."

The Big Ten Skywriters will never
forget Tom Bolger of the Toledo
(OhioJ BLADE. Tom endeared himself
to his comrades by such things as:
1. Sleeping through the Purdue press
conference and then picking the Boil
ermakers to win the Big Ten title in
1962.
2. Qualifying for the Skywriters'
first Purple Heart medal after cutting
his finger while shaving with a safety
(?) razor. Later, as he was being cited
for the Skywriter of the Year Trophy,
he nervously lit a cigaret and danged
if the protective band-aid on his fin
ger didn't catch on fire.
Neither should dress and appear
ance be considered earmarks of great
ness among the football writers. Some
of them follow the trend among col
lege-age youngsters, wearing sockless
sandals or battered tennis shoes on
the eight-day marathon tour. Among
those who usually was a candidate
for the Worst Dressed Award was
Bill Jauss, erudite writer for (in suc
cession) the Chicago DAILY NEWS,
Chicago AMERICAN, Chicago TO
DAY and Chicago TRIBUNE.
"My wife doesn't let me take good
clothes on these trips," Jauss ex
plained simply. He also used to bring
the Big Ten's first exploding suitcase,
a grip that looked as if it had sur
vived Ellis Island. It had no latch, but
Bill kept it together most of the time
with a loop of white plastic clothes
line.
Oddly enough, the Big Ten Sky
writer award winners were not al
ways those who succeeded in getting
tangle-footed on the tour. For in
stance, Jerry Liska, Midwest sports
editor of the Associated Press for
many years until his 1975 retirement,
won it in 1966. It was mostly be
cause his mates had enjoyed his com
pany and razor wit on the annual
trips.
These days a football writer has to
be more than a parrot who can re

peat ball-carrying averages and for
ward pass percentages. It wasn't long
ago that this was the way a writer
covered a big football game:
He arrived on the scene Friday,
went to lunch with the head coach or
the sports information director, duti
fully attended the final practice ses
sions that afternoon, had dinner with
his fellow scribes at a Friday night
press party. No telling how he spent
the rest of Friday, but on Saturday he
arose in time to get to the stadium
well in advance of the crowd. He
took voluminous notes during the
game. As soon as it was over, he unlimbered his typewriter and wrote—
exactly that—the story of the game as
he saw it.
Today that's not enough. The mod
ern football writer probably keeps in
touch with the football coaching staff
or publicity men by phone during the
week.
He may take an unusual tack in
covering the contest. Occasionally a
writer will get permission from a
coach to view the game from the
team bench, taking notes or using a
tape recorder.
When the game is over, the modern
writer has just begun to gather his
facts. He goes to one or both of the
dressing rooms, talking and taking
notes tr every coach, scout, player or
person who might provide an interest
ing angle.
You see, the difference today is that
the writer must compete with the
Great Cyclops, television. Whereas
his predecessor used to leave the
dressing room quotes for a Monday
p.m. story, the modern writer gets his
typewriter into the "human side" of
the football news for his Sunday
paper.
He passes up all but the key parts
of the game's play-by-play to con
centrate on how the principals re
garded the game. He figures everyone
who cared much about the contest
was either there in person, saw it on
TV or heard the highlights via radio.
So he writes the story behind the
story, knowing that the first guy who
reaches for his paper on the doorstep
Sunday morning will be the guy who
wants to know WHY it happened as
it did in yesterday's big football game.
Yes, it's a lot more demanding job
than it used to be, but it's still just
as much fun. It has to be, considering
how many offers we still get of "kin
I carry your typewriter?"

rivalries

continued

place kicker, Homer Griffith.
But when Griffith joined the hud
dle, quarterback Orv Mohler chased
him back to the sideline, much to
Jones' dismay. To the coach's plea
sure, guard John Baker kicked a field
goal to give USC a 16-14 triumph and
end Notre Dame's 26-game winning
streak.
That victory was so exciting back
home that a crowd of 300,000 lined
the streets to celebrate, and the game
film broke all attendance records at
Loew's State Theatre.
Notre Dame won the national
championship in 1966 with a 51-0

A California lineman bears down on a
Stanford QB in the annual battle for the Axe.

thrashing of USC, but McKay denies
he ever said that the Irish wouldn't
beat him again. The fact is they have
done it only once since then.
Anthony Davis stamped his pres
ence indelibly on this series in recent
years before national TV audiences.
He scored six touchdowns—includ
ing kickoff returns of 97 and 96 yards
—to lead the Trojans to an exciting
45-23 victory in 1972. Last year, Davis
returned the second half kickoff 102
yards to ignite an incredible 49-point
explosion in the last 30 minutes by
USC that netted a 55-24 victory. Davis
scored four touchdowns, and the
Irish hoped they never see the likes of
him again.
• MICHIGAN-OHIO STATE —
Woody Hayes admits he once coasted
across the state line into Ohio after
his car had run out of gasoline be
cause he didn't want to pay the gas
tax in Michigan. The veteran Ohio
State coach seldom calls his antag
onist by its name, preferring to refer
to "that school up north."

During the week of the game be
tween these two teams, it is the main
topic of conversation and is in ev
idence everywhere. You can find
signs in Columbus which read : "Mich
igan has BO." And in Ann Arbor you
might see: "Keep Michigan beautiful,
throw your garbage in Ohio."
This rivalry, already intense, has
taken on added meaning in recent
seasons because the Big Ten title and
Rose Bowl assignment have been on
the line. Either Michigan or Ohio
State—or both—has won the con
ference title the last seven years.
This series produced one of the
most unbelievable games in college
history. On the eve of their 1950
meeting, snow started falling all over
Ohio. Some spots were pelted with 25
inches and drifts reached four or five
feet.
After a discussion on whether to
play at all, school officials finally de
cided to go ahead—then saw that
football couldn't be played on that
day. It was impossible to run and
pass, so the two teams spent the
afternoon punting—24 by Michigan
and 21 by Ohio State. The Wolverines
gained only 27 yards all game and
failed to make a first down, but grab
bed a 9-3 victory by converting two
blocked punts into a safety and
touchdown.
When the game ended, stadium
personnel dug thru snow drifts around
the field and stands to make sure no
body had fallen in.
There are some officials who feel
that Michigan-Ohio State has grown
too big, that the rest of the Big Ten
season is an anti-climax. One thing is
certain; it's very serious business.
• TEXAS-OKLAHOMA—This series
started in 1900 and has been an an
nual attraction since 1929 in Dallas,
where it lures capacity crowds in the
Cotton Bowl. It's a big social affair
and many Sooner fans come into Dal
las on Wednesday and Thursday to
shop (mostly at Neiman-MarcusJ and
party. Some 30,000 fans from each
school, in addition to students, in
vade Dallas for the weekend.
One of the most heated games oc
curred in 1947 when Texas broke a
7-7 tie just before half time on a play
disputed by Bud Wilkinson, who was
in his first year as Oklahoma's coach.
Sooner fans showered the field with
Coke bottles and Texas went on to
win 34-14. It was the Longhorns' last
triumph until 1951. Wilkinson won
nine of the next 10 games before Darrell Royal came to Texas and captured
12 of 14 before dropping the last four
in a row to the Sooners.

The 1950 game decided the national
championship, and it was a thriller.
The Longhorns led 13-7 with under 4
minutes to play when they lined up
in punt formation deep in their ter
ritory. But they had only 10 men on
the field, the kick was blocked, and
Billy Vessels scored from the 12-yard
line to give Oklahoma a 14-13 victory.
• U.C.L.A.-SOUTHERN CALIFOR
NIA—This one rates as the top intracity rivalry around. They are the
dominant teams in the Pacific Eight
and the winner (USC in recent years)
usually goes to the Rose Bowl.
"This game has an unusual amount
of pressure," notes Coach John Mc
Kay of the Trojans. "It's a game of
great magnitude, with both teams in
the same city and the fans of both so
close together. They go to cocktail
parties together and call radio sta
tions together," McKay adds with his
usual tongue-in-cheek wit.
• MICHIGAN-MICHIGAN STATE—
The attendance figures alone make
this one of college football's top rival
ries. The game has been a sellout for
27 straight years, ranging from 80,093
in Spartan Stadium to 104,682 in
Michigan Stadium, and ranks among
the best-attended annual athletic
events in America.
It all makes for an intense rivalry
which produces a tremendous de
mand for tickets and a hard-hitting
game every year. In six seasons as
Michigan's coach, Bo Schembechler
has experienced only seven losses,
one of those by 23-12 at the hands of
Michigan State in 1969.
"I underestimated the feeling in
this game," Ohioan Schembechler said
afterward. "But I never will again."
The Wolverines have beaten the
Spartans every year since.
• ALABAMA-TENNESSEE — Many
experts contend this is the best rivalry
in the South. It started in 1901 and
the Crimson Tide leads 27-23-1.
Bear Bryant, Alabama coach, played
in the 1939 game with a broken bone
in his right leg. "Tennessee was al
ways the one we wanted to beat the
most," said Bryant.
There are other great rivalries in
the country, of course. Such fine se
ries as Georgia-Georgia Tech, Lafay
ette-Lehigh, Rutgers-Princeton (first
game played on Nov. 6, 1869J, TexasTexas A. &M„ Mississippi-L.S.U., and
the list goes on and on.
You can recognize a great rivalry
by the way people respond to it.
There is a certain feeling about all
concerned that this is something spe
cial . . . and it's found only in college
football.
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THE TRAINER
HOLDS THE TEAM

TIGER
COACHES,
ST4FF

TOGETHER^^H

the old saying is true that behind
every successful football team is a
good coach, then it is equally valid
that behind every successful football
program, there is a good trainer.
Take a look at the better college
football teams around the country
and you discover that those schools
that win year in and year out have
fewer injuries and are in better physi
cal condition. That's not just coinci
dence, either. The team trainer plays
a vital part in helping reduce the
number of injuries and making sure
players are in top physical shape.
A trainer is hardly some frustrated
athlete who knows only how to
wind tape around an ankle or put a
bandaid on a cut. These are skilled
individuals who have gone through
years of training—much like a doctor
— and specialize in athletic-related
injuries like bruises, sprains, and
muscle pulls.
The average trainer has taken a rig
orous sequence of courses as an un
dergraduate in college, specializing in
biology, anatomy and other courses
that are pre-med subjects. He then
does graduate work in physical ther
apy and works part time as a sort of
"intern" on the training staff of a
team or school.
After working as an assistant for
several years, trainers then go to jobs
as full-time assistants or as a head
trainer. During this preparation, and
later, trainers work closely with or
thopedic surgeons who specialize in
athletic injuries.
A trainer is responsible for prepar
ing a program for player physical fit
ness and for keeping players in
proper shape to play football. Quick
ness and agility, along with strength,
are the things that a trainer has to
develop in the players. Speed work,
consisting of short sprints, together
with weightlifting and drills to help
agility, are prescribed for football
players to help them get into shape
before the season starts.
"What we are looking for most is
quickness and agility," said one head

BOB COPE
Assistant Head Coach
Linebackers
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CHESTER CADDAS
Head Coach

The taping of ankles is but one of the many responsibilities undertaken by the college
trainer.

football coach. "That's why we go
for sprints and repetition in the
weight lifting program. We're not try
ing to see how strong we are, but how
quickly these things can be done."
In conjunction with experts who
have studied body development,
growth, and even the effect of foods,
the trainer will set down his own pro
gram. A good trainer can tailor this
program to the needs of individual
players and positions. For instance,
he will prescribe exercises geared to
ward building upper body strength
for linemen, while having the running
back and receivers do more work
running and building their legs. If a
player has a weak portion of his
body, say a knee or an ankle, the
trainer will have him do special exer
cises on just that portion of the body
to build strength up in those mus
cles that need it most.
The next step in the preventive
training process is to instruct players
on proper eating and sleeping habits.
Although college football players
don't always have regular hours due
to classwork and stu lying, the trainer
does as much as he can along the
lines of advising players on proper
rest and wholesome meals. Most ma
jor colleges have a "training table"
during the football season and the
players are fed well-rounded meals at
least once a day at these sessions.
Before practice, players have weak
or injured areas taped. A trainer must

know the best methods of taping or
wrapping a joint or bone so as to
leave the greatest amount of flexibil
ity, but yet protect against injury. An
kles, knees, shoulders and wrists are
the most common parts of the body
that are taped as preventive mea
sures.
When an injury does occur, the
trainer has to react quickly to reduce
the effects of the damage to the body
and get the player back in action if
possible.
After the immediate impact of the
injury has been reduced, the trainer
then puts the player on a rehabilita
tion program to build up the injured
area once again and to regain the en
durance and reactions lost while out
of action.
The trainer's fight to keep his play
ers in top shape shows up in a num
ber of ways on the field in terms of
how well a team plays toward the
end of a game and even in the mental
aspect of football.
"It's hard for someone to think
when he's tired. There tends to be
more errors when players are tired,
and there is no question that when a
player is tired, he also gives up physi
cally. Physical conditioning, of which
the trainer plays a large part, is one of
the most important aspects in foot
ball. When many games are decided
in the fourth quarter, it's almost al
ways the best conditioned team that
wins."
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TIGERS

Stockton

2

TIM THORSTEINSON
WR, Sr., Sacramento

9

BOB FERRARO, FB
Sr., Newport Beach

10

JOHN ERTMAN, QB
Sr., Ventura

II

DICK McCLURE, WR
So., Stockton

5

RUDY VINEY, LB
Sr., Stockton

19

BILL STRYCULA, QB
Jr., Covina

20

DARWIN BENJAMIN
TB., So., inglewood

24

RON TURNER, WR
Jr., Martinez

25

GARY STAUNCH, SAF
Jr., Riverside

27

PAT MURRAY, SAF
Sr., Seattle

3

JOHN RODRIGUEZ, KS
Jr., Stockton

4

BRUCE KEPLINGER, QB
Jr., Tracy

VERNIE KELLEY, DHB
Sr., Sacramento

23

SCOTT PUAILOA, DHB
Sr., Santa Barbara

MIKE KILEY, SAF
Sr., Long Beach

29

466-3993

Your
Headquarters
for
Pacific
Football

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

28

BRUCE GIBSON, FB
So., Redlands

TIGERS
DALE WILLIAMS, TB
Jr., Inglewood

33

MARK COOK, DE
Sr., Santa Barbara

41

STEVE GILL, WR
Jr., Riverside

42

ERIC OZIMY, DHB
Jr., Redondo Beach

48

BRIAN PEETS, TE
So., Linden

49

KEN IACUANIELLO, WR
Jr., San Marcos

57

DAVE FORREST, DE
Sr., Manhattan Beach

60

32

BARRY HYDE, LB
Jr., San Mateo

4

43

OREASER BROWN, TB
Sr., Stockton

MIKE MEYER, C
i » ctnrifnn

61

PAUL PICCHI, OG
So., Stockton

CHUCK ORRISON, DC
Sr., Sherman Oaks

65

RON ROHDE, DG
Sr., Santa Barbara

66

KEN WARREN, LB
Jr., Costa Mesa

67

JEFF SCHOETTGEN, OT
Jr., Long Barn

68

DANA BRENNER, OG
Sr., Lompoc

45

„

BEN HILLMON, TB
Fr., Stockton

47

JAMES CUMMINCS
DHB, Sr., El Sobrante

MEL VISGER, OG
Sr., Stockton

JIM WHITEHEAD, DT
Jr., Castro Valley

PAT TITTLE, DG
Sr., Atherton

FRED LINDSEY, DG
Sr., Stockton

BOB SULLIVAN, OT
Sr., Santa Monica

__

DAVE LAWSON, OT
ir.. R n r k l i n

5o

DON SUTTON, C
l r . » Lakeside

MORRISON ENGLAND
OG, Sr., Sacramento

STEVE GALAS, OT
Jr., Riverdale

AL CLEVELAND, DT
Sr., Oakland

JOHN PEACOCK, DT
Jr., Santa Clara

MARK FREDERICKSON
DT, Sr., Golela

DON COLLIER, OG
Jr., Stockton

JIM DARNELL, TE
So., San Jose

MIKE SMITH, TE
Jr., San Diego

LOUIE TUITAMA, LB
Jr., Oxnard

MARK KEALA, TE
So., Honolulu

RICH SCHERER, DT
Sr., Diamond Springs

SS

62

GEORGE RAYA, DC
Jr., Martinez

63
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1975 UOP Tigers in Action

UOP (4-3-1; 2-2 PCAA)
Head Coach: Chester Caddas (25-13-2), 4th year

1975 SCHEDULE, RESULTS
UOP

3
31
0
12
40
31
13
45
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

1
8
15
22

at NE Louisiana
UC Davis
at Arizona
at Long Beach State
Texas-El Paso
Fullerton
at San Jose State
Fresno State
San Diego State
at SW Louisiana
at Arizona State
at Hawaii

1975 STATISTICS
RUSHING

Bruce Gibson
John Ertman
Bob Ferraro
Oreaser Brown
PASSING

Bruce Keplinger
John Ertman
PASS RECEIVING

Mike Smith
Steve Gill
Ron Turner
Brian Peets
Bob Ferraro
KICKOFF RETURNS

Dick Jones
James Cummings

NORM C. HARRIS
& ASSOCIATES
CARRY THE BALL
FOR YOU!
Employee Benefit
Plans Consultants
ASSOCIATES
Don Phillips

Warner Holden

Leonard Gibson

242 N. Sutter, Suite 501
Stockton, Calif.
(209) 466-2703

PUNT RETURNS

Vernie Kelley
INTERCEPTIONS

Vernie Kelley
Mike Kiley

Carries

118
116
92
30

Yards

Avg.

TD5

584
453
432
119

4.9
3.9
4.7
4.0

5
4
3
C

C-A-HI

Pet.

Yards

32-51-3
12-32-1

.627
.375

449
262

No.

11
10
9
5
5
No.

9
7
No.

12

Yards

176
213
192
73
54
Yards

163
192
Yards

223

No.

Yards

7
4

51
74

Avg.

TD

5
1
TDs

0
1
1
1
2

16.0
21.3
21.3
14.6
10.8
Avg.

TDs

0
0

18.1
27.4
Avg.

TDs

C

18.6
Avg.

*udy Viney [15] has just hit Fullerton running back Cecil Gordon [44], knocking him back eight yards and knocking
iff his helmet in the process.

TDs

7.3
18.5

0
0

TEAM STATISTICS
UOP

OPP.

Rushing Yards/Avg. Per Game 1706/213.3
1615/201.9
Passing Yards/Avg. Per Game
773/ 96.6
1344/168.0
Total Yards/Avg. Per Game
2479/309.9
2959/369.9
Passes Comp/Att./lntercepted 47/89/5 102/232/20
Points/Avg. Per Game
175/ 21.9
159/ 19.9
Punts/Avg.
47/ 36.9
42/ 34.2
First Downs
138
151

Quarterback-turned-tailback John Ertman[10], shown here turning the corner on a pitchout,has been one of the keys in
the Tigers' offensive resurgence.

J

Chevy's starting lineup for'76.

TRY BOTH CONVENIENT LOCATIONS •
NORTH

DOWNTOWN
601 East Miner Avenue
Phone 465-2542

Shauglmessy
EARWASH

4405 Pacific Avenue
Phone 478-5504

What's your pleasure,
America? Bigcar? Littlecar?
Sports car? Sporty car?
Wagon? Outright luxury?
Downright frugality? Or
something in the middle?

. OUR TEAM'S A TIGER ON CLEANING CARS •
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No.
1
2
3
4
9
10
11
12
13
15
19
20
21
23
24
25
27
28
29
31
32
33
34
35
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
52
55
56
57
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
10
71
72
73
74
75
79
77
80
83
84
86
87
88
89
99

Name
Steve Harden
Tim Thorsteinson
John Rodriguez
Bruce Keplinger
Bob Ferraro
John Ertman
Dick McCIure
Jeoff Robinson
Dick Jones
Rudy Viney
Bill Strycula
Darwin Benjamin
Vernie Kelley
Scott Puialoa
Ron Turner
Gary Staunch
Pat Murray
Mike Kiley
Bruce Gibson
Bob Rose
Dale Williams
Mark Cook
Bob Brown
Steve Heinrich
Steve Gill
Eric Ozimy
Oreaser Brown
Ross Perry
Ben Hillmon
Ben Ligon
James Cummings
Brian Peets
Ken lacuaniello
Mike Meyer
Dave Lawson
Don Sutton
Dave Forrest
Barry Hyde
Paul Picchi
George Raya
Don Collier
Chuck Orrison
Ron Rohde
Ken Warren
Jeff Schoettgen
Dana Brenner
Mel Visger
Jim Whitehead
Pat Tittle
Fred Lindsey
Bob Sullivan
Morrison England
Fred Noe
Al Cleveland
Steve Galas
John Peacock
Mark Frederickson
Jim Darnall
Vince Orange
Mike Smith
Louie Tuitama
Mark Keala
Rich Scherer

Pos.
QB
WR
KS
QB
FB
QB
WR
QB
DHB
LB
QB
TB
DHB
DHB
WR
SAF
SAF
SAF
FB
DE
TB-FB
DE
WR
DE
WR
DHB
TB
TB
TB-FB
DE
DHB
TE
WR
C
OT
C
DE
LB
OG
DG
OG
DG
DG
LB
OT
OG
OG
DT
DG
DG
OT
OG
OT
DT
OT
DT
DT
TE
WR
TE
LB
TE
DT

Ht.
6-1
5-11
5-7
6-2
6-0
5-11
6-0
6-0
5-11
6-1
6-0
5-11
6-0
5-11
6-2
6-0
5-11
6-0
6-0
6-0
6-1
5-11
6-3
5-11
5-10
5-8
6-1
5-10
5-10
6-0
5-10
6-4
6-0
6-4
6-2
6-4
6-1
6-0
6-0
6-4
6-1
6-1
5-11
6-2
6-41/2
6-2
6-0
6-3
6-3
614
6-7
6-2
6-6
6-5
6-3
6-3
6-3
6-3
5-10
6-2
6-2
6-2
6-3

Wt.
180
175
160
180
190
165
191
190
180
212
180
170
190
160
180
180
185
180
215
180
205
183
180
200
175
160
195
170
179
195
180
200
180
239
240
230
200
210
214
240
245
210
225
205
237
235
240
215
230
255
265
265
290
240
230
210
210
185
180
215
225
190
220

Age
18
21
20
22
21
21
20
20
21
22
21
19
22
21
21
21
26
21
19
20
20
21
34
20
21
21
22
18
20
20
21
19
21
20
20
21
21
20
20
20
20
22
22
29
20
20
21
21
22
22
21
20
21
21
21
20
21
19
81
19
21
19
22

Hometown
Class
Sonora
Freshman
Sacramento
Senior
Stockton
Junior
Tracy
Junior
Senior
Newport Beach
Senior
Ventura
Stockton
Sophomore
Los Angeles
Junior
San Leandro
Junior
Senior
Stockton
Covina
Junior
Inglewood
Sophomore
Sacramento
Senior
Santa Barbara
Senior
Martinez
Junior
Junior
Riverside
Senior
Seattle, Wash.
Senior
Long Beach
Redlands
Sophomore
Monte Sereno
Soph.
Inglewood
Junior
Santa Barbara
Senior
Stockton
Senior
Concord
Junior
Riverdale
Junior
Junior
Redondo Beach
Senior
Stockton
Freshman
San Anselmo
Stockton
Freshman
Azusa
Junior
El Sobrante
Senior
Linden
Sophomore
San Marcos
Junior
Stockton
Junior
Rockiin
Junior
Lakeside
Junior
Senior Manhattan Beach
San Mateo
Junior
Stockton
Sophomore
Martinez
Junior
Stockton
Junior
Sherman Oaks
Senior
Santa Barbara
Senior
Costa Mesa
Junior
Long Barn
Junior
Lompoc
Senior
Stockton
Senior
Castro Valley
Junior
Atherton
Senior
Stockton
Senior
Santa Monica
Senior
Sacramento
Senior
Sunnyvale
Junior
Modesto
Junior
Oakland
Senior
Santa Clara
Junior
Goleta
Senior
San Jose
Sophomore
Oakland
Freshman
San Diego
Junior
Oxnard
Junior
Sophomore Honolulu, Hi
Senior Diamond Springs

Caprice Classic Sport Sedan

Well, Chevy for '76 has it
all. There's a wide choice
ranging from our newest,
smallest, most economical
Chevrolet (a new kind of
American car called

Chevette) to our biggest and
most luxurious (the '76
Caprice Classic).
See the whole '76 Chevy
lineup at your Chevrolet
dealer's soon.

OFFENSE
87
74
69
61
68
67
24
4
10
9
41

MIKE SMITH
MORRISON ENGLAND
MEL VISGER
PAUL PICCHI
DANA BRENNER
JEFF SCHOETTGEN
RON TURNER
BRUCE KEPLINGER
JOHN ERTMAN
BOBFERRARO
STEVE GILL

TE
ST
SG
C
WG
WT
SE
QB
TB
FB
WB

OFFENSE
81 BILL HELMS
76 ALEX COTA
69 CHARLIE WORTISKA
67 BOB JOHNSON
62 JAY LEDBETTER
68 DEAN REESE
5 MEL JACOBS
13 CRAIG PENROSE
34 OLLIE BROWN
21 MONTY REEDY
19 DUKE FERGERSON

san Diego state

UOP
DEFENSE
35
79
71
65
99
57
15
88
47
21
28

STEVE HEINRICH
AL CLEVELAND
PAT TITTLE
RON ROHDE
RICH SCHERER
DAVE FORREST
RUDY VINEY
LOUIE TUITAMA
JAMES CUMMINGS
VERNIE KELLEY
MIKE KILEY

TE
RT
RG
C
LG
LT
SE
QB
RB
FB
FL

LE
LT
LG
RG
RT
RE
LLB
RLB
LHB
RHB
SAF

99
75
92
56
42
55
48
38
46
44
41

LE
NT
RE
WOLB
WILB
SILB
SOLB
LCB
FS
SS
RCB

THE AZTEC SQUAD

THE TIGER SQUAD
1 Harden, QB
48 Peets, TE
2 Thorsteinson, 49 lacuaniello, WR
WR
52 Meyer, C
3 Rodriguez, KS 55 Lawson, OT
4 Keplinger, QB 56 Sutton, C
9 Ferraro, FB
57 Forrest, DE
10 Ertman, QB
60 Hyde, LB
11 McClure, WR
61 Picchi, OG
12 Robinson, QB 62 Raya, DG
13 Jones, DHB
63 Collier, OG
15 Viney, LB
64 Orrison, DG
19 Strycula, QB
65 Rohde, DG
20 Benjamin, TB
66 Warren, LB
21 Kelley, DHB
67 Schoettgen, OT
23 Puailoa, DHB
68 Brenner, OG
24 Turner, WR
69 Visger, OG
25 Staunch, SAF
70 Whitehead, DT
27 Murray, SAF
71 Tittle, DG
28 Kiley, SAF
72 Lindsey, DG
29 Gibson, FB
73 Sullivan, OT
31 Rose, DE
74 England, OG
32 Williams, TB-FB 75 Noe, OT
33 Cook, DE
79 Cleveland, DT
34 Brown, B., WR 77 Galas, OT
35 Heinrich, DE
80 Peacock, DT
41 Gill, WR
83 Frederickson,
42 Ozimy, DHB
DT
43 Brown, O., TB 84 Darnall, TE
44 Perry, TB
86 Orange, WR
45 Hillmon, TB-FB 87 Smith, TE
46 Ligon, DE
88 Tuitama, LB
47 Cummings,
89 Keala, TE
DHB
99 Scherer, DT

DEFENSE
GREG BOYD
MIKE GILBERT
REGGIE LEWIS
WALT JUSTICE
TRAVIS HITT
WHIP WALTON
MIKE McGILLIS
GARY MARSHALL
KEVIN FEENEY
ED KERTEL
KEN HINTON

5
11
13
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
24
25
26
31
32
33
34
36
37
38
41
42
43
44
45
46
48
49
50
51

Jacobs, WR
Tereschuk, QB
Penrose, QB
Craft, QB
Pierson, WR
Simunec, RB
T. White, WR
Fergerson, WR
Cox, DB
Reedy, RB
Mathis, DB
Woolrich, RB
Reagan, WR
Lucas, DB
Stokes, RB
Henry, RB
Fudge, RB
O. Brown, RB
Jones, RB
Fox, DB
Marshall, DB
Hinton, DB
Hitt, LB
Ford, RB
Kertel, DB
LaPlant, K
Feeney, DB
McGillis, LB
Brandow, DL
Darcey, OL
Sanduskv. LB

53 De Felice, LB
55 Walton, LB
56 Justice, LB
57 Fragie, OL
60 Kalati, LB
61 Mascari, LB
62 Ledbetter, OL
63 Vander Sluis, OL
64 Solari, OL
66 Collett, OL
67 B. Johnson, C
68 Reese, OL
69 Wortiska, OL
70 Cooper, OL
72 M. Johnson, OL
73 Venuta, DL
74 Chandler, OL
75 Gilbert, DL
76 Cota, OL
77 D. White, DL
79 Dunn, DL
81 Helms, WR
83 Garretson, WR
85 Donovan, LB
86 Webb, WR
87 Dixon, WR
89 Ellwood, WR
91 Tremblay, DL
92 Lewis, DL
93 M. Brown, LB
99 Bovd, DL

~€o<M

Babka Distributing Co., Inc.

AMERICAS EINE UGH! BEER

FORMERLY RINK B A B K A ' S P A C I F I C B E V E R A G E C O .

Servicing San Joaquin Couniy

1245 West Weber Avenue
Stockton , C a l i f o r n i a 9 5 2 0 1

Sports throat is an affliction
common to fans the world over.
Cure it with the crisp, soothing
taste of ice-cold Oly.

Olympia.
Beer doesn't get any better.

O l y m p i a Brewing C o m p a n y , O l y m p i a , W a s h i n g t o n *OLY*®

No.
5
11
13
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
24
25
26
32
33
34
36
37
38
41
42
43
44
45
46
48
49
50
51
52
53
55
56
57
60
61
62
64
66
67
68
69
72
73
74
75
76
77
79
81
83
85
86
87
89
92
93
99

Name
Mel Jacobs
Pete Tereschuck
Craig Penrose
Tom Craft
Gary Pierson
Steve Simunec
Terry White
Duke Fergerson
Bobby Cox
Monty Reedy
Ken Mathis
Frank Woolrich
Ralph Reagan
Bob Lucas
Rob Henry
Bill Fudge
Ollie Brown
Steve Jones
John Fox
Gary Marshall
Ken Hinton
Travis Hitt
Glen Ford
Ed Kertei
Steve LaPlant
Kevin Feeney
Mike McGillis
Paul Brandow
Mike Darcey
George Sandusky
Ray Williams
Garth DeFelice
Whip Walton
Walt Justice
Jack Fragie
Mau Kalati
Larry Mascari
Jay Ledbetter
Mike Solari
Randy Collett
Bob Johnson
Dean Reese
Charlie Wortiska
Mark Johnson
Vic Venuta
Jim Chandler
Mike Gilbert
Alex Cota
Dana White
Brooke Dunn
Bill Helms
Rick Garretson
Terry Donovan
Alfie Webb
Vollon Dixon
Rick Ellwood
Reggie Lewis
Marv Brown
Greg Boyd

Pos.
WR
QB
QB
QB
WR
RB
WR
WR
DB
RB
DB
RB
WR
DB
RB
RB
RB
RB
DB
DB
DB
LB
RB
DB
K
DB
LB
LB
C
LB
LB
LB
LB
LB
OG
LB
LB
OG
OG
OT
C
OT
OG
OG
DE
OT
NT
OT
DE
DT
TE
WR
LB
WR
TE
WR
DE
DE-P
DE

Ht.
5-10
5-10
6-3
6-2
5-11
5-9
6-0
6-0
5-11
5-7
5-10
5-10
5-10
6-0
5-11
6-1
5-9
5-7
5-11
5-8
5-8
5-11
5-11
5-11
6-1
6-1
6-0
6-2
5-11
6-0
5-10
6-1
6-2
5-11
6-1
6-2
6-0
6-1
6-1
6-0
6-2
6-4
6-1
6-1
6-3
6-3
6-2
6-5
6-5
6-1
6-7
5-10
6-1
5-9
6-2
6-2
6-1
6-0
6-6

AMERICA'S FINE LIGHT BEER

Hometown
Class
Wt. Age
Oxnard
Senior
22
174
Long Beach
Junior
20
182
Woodland
Senior
22
215
Pacific Grove
Junior
22
185
El Segundo
Senior
22
175
Escondido
Junior
21
190
Senior Las Vegas, Nev.
21
182
Merced
Senior
21
193
Monrovia
Junior
22
209
Taft
Senior
22
182
Los Angeles
Junior
20
165
San Diego
22
Junior
195
Fresno
Junior
20
157
El Cajon
Junior
22
191
junior Colo. Spgs., Colo.
20
210
San Diego
Senior
23
225
San Diego
Junior
20
187
Bakersfield
junior
20
168
Bonita
junior
20
167
Inglewood
Junior
21
176
Gardena
junior
20
165
San Diego
junior
22
212
La Mirada
20
junior
199
San Mateo
Senior
22
191
San Francisco
Junior
20
210
La Habra
junior
21
180
Los Altos
Senior
22
217
Belmont
Junior
21
200
Downey
Senior
1% 22
Northridge
Junior
21
201
San Diego
Junior
21
211
San Diego
junior
21
222
Sophomore Westminster
20
229
Hawthorne
Senior
22
199
Placentia
Senior
21
236
Garden Grove
Senior
22
214
San Diego
Senior
21
214
Garden Grove
Senior
21
219
Daly City
Junior
20
231
Tempe, Ariz.
22
Senior
268
Bellflower
Senior
21
219
Imperial Beach
Junior
20
275
Bakersfield
Senior
21
236
El Cajon
Junior
21
226
Napa
Freshman
19
231
Santa Ana
Senior
23
256
Torrance
Senior
22
227
San Diego
Junior
21
295
Long Beach
Senior
22
234
Junior Capistrano Beach
20
257
junior
La Mesa
21
216
Freshman Westminster
19
184
Junior
Garden Grove
22
205
junior
San Diego
21
177
junior
Inglewood
21
193
Senior
Downey
23
189
Senior
Los Angeles
21
248
Junior
Santee
25
251
Senior
Fresno
23
267

Post Office Box 1138
(209) 948-9400
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CLAUDE GILBERT
Head Coach

13

CRAIG PENROSE
Quarterback

21

MONTY REEDY
Running Back

33

BILL FUDGE
Fullback

60

MAU KALATI
Linebacker

Here's Your Guarantee
It's
Electrifying
News

Recharge Cost 15 it

An
Ideal
In-City
Vehicle

We've Got
the Material
to Build a
"Winner"
44

ED KERTEL
Safety

46

KEVIN FEENEY
Defensive Back

55

WHIP WALTON
Linebacker

75

MIKE GILBERT
Nose Tackle

76

ALEX COTA
Offensive Tackle

77

DANA WHITE
Defensive End

Lumber/Sash
Doors/Screens
Roofing / Plywood
Paddles

(Approximate)

*
*
*
Recharge on 110
Household Outlet
*
*
*
35 MPH for 30 Miles
*
*
*
Test Drive the Elcar

TOTTEN EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
1320 S. Wilson Way • Stockton, CA 95205 • (209] 948-921 1

Convenient
Durable
Practical

Alpine
MILULUMBERC

HO 6-9689

,286<fN. CALIF. ST.

Stockton

69

CHARLIE WORTISKA
Offensive Guard

GREG BOYD
Defensive End

Your Complete
Party Stores!

UOP Will Host PCAA
Water Polo Championships

CODE OF
OFFICIALS
SIGNALS

Liquors/Wines
Beers/Mixers
Touchdown or
Field Goal

Foods/Snacks

Player Disqualified

Safety

Ball Dead; If Hand
is Moved from Side
to Side: Touchback

Ball Ready for Play .

Cordials

V

10% OFF ON ALL
CASE LOTS

2231 W.Alpine

Loss of Down

Substitution
Infractions

Ball Illegally Touched,
Kicked, or Batted

Ineligible Receiver
Down Field on Pass

Start the Clock

4122 N.Eldorado

Intentional
Grounding

"Where
Sports Fans
Meet"

S&<Z(4l'lOC&
602 EAST MARKET

(Across the street from the Record)

FAMILY STYLE LUNCHES
COCKTAILS

UOP will be hosting two Pacific Coast
Athletic Association championships this
year.
The more prestigious one, of course,
will be the basketball championship
tournament at Stockton Civic Auditorium
on March 6th and 7th, with the winner
representing the league in the NCAA
championships.
But on November 21st 2nd 22nd, UOP
will host the PCAA water polo champion
ships in Kjeldsen pool on campus, a
tournament that will be just as competi
tive and possibly more meaningful in
terms of national competition.
Water polo is truly a "California" sport,
one of two (volleyball being the other)
which finds nearly 90 per cent of the top
players in the country living and compet
ing in the state.
It is a fast-paced game, one which

Home of the Largest
Draught Beer
Bill Simoni

•

Len Breakfield

combines the best aspects of basketball,
soccer, and ice hockey, and throws it all
in six feet of water.
The NCAA water polo championships,
which will be held in Long Beach the

weekend after the PCAA playoffs, will
invite eight teams to compete; last year,
seven of them were from California,
including the conference champion.
UOP's water polo program has been
building the last few years under Head
Coach Connor Sutton. At press time, the
team was 10-8 (2-1 in PCAA play), not
counting a game yesterday at San Jose

Illegal use of
Hands and Arms

Forward Pass or
Kick Catching
Interference

Offside (Infraction
of scrimmage or
free kick formation)

Personal Foul

Incomplete Forward Pass,
Penalty Declined,
No Play, or No Score

Grasping
Face Mask

Non-contact Fouls

Touching a Forward
Pass or Scrimmage Kick

Illegal Procedure
or Position

State.
Craig Schwartz, a junior and two-time
MVP for the Tigers, is currently leading
the PCAA scoring race with 45 goals in 18
games, a 2.5 goals-per-game average.
Between now and then, the Tigers will
face some stiff competition. Next Friday,
the defending NCAA champions, Cal,
will visit Stockton for a 3 p.m. game. The
following week, the Tigers will travel to
Standord, a team which has beaten Cal

Illegally Passing
or Handling Ball
Forward

Delay of Game

twice this season.
This year's PCAA championships will
be conducted as a round-robin tourn
ament. UOP will have a home-pool
advantage, but the level of play in the
league is very even, and the Tigers will
need a solid performance to prevail.

Clipping

Roughing the Kicker

Illegal Motion

Blocking Below
the Waist

Illegal Shift

First Down

Helping the Runner,
or Interlocked
Interference

Time out; Referee's
Discretionary or Excess
Time Out followed with
tapping hands on chest.

UOP's Future Football Schedule
On November 22nd, UOP will play its
final football game of the season, against
the University of Hawaii in Honolulu's
new Aloha Stadium.
This sounded so good that the Tigers
decided to play their final game of 1979
against Hawaii in Honolulu, too.
But wait; UOP really likes the Islands
(who can blame them?). The Tigers will
play there in 1978 (on October 28th) and
1980 (on September 20th).
The Tigers have also lined up road trips
to Miami, Colorado Springs, Seattle,
Logan, Utah; and Fort Collins, Colorado.

All this is not to imply that the Tigers
seek out vacation spots. It's just an
example of the long-range planning
involved in football scheduling.
UOP has followed the course of most
other major colleges, scheduling games
up to eight and ten years ahead of time.
This can create real problems, since no
one can tell how strong a team will be

Wholesale Butchers
Sausage Manufacturers

LOWER SACRAMENTO
AND
WAKEFIELD ROADS
STOCKTON • 477-2691

Sept. 11
18
25
Oct. 2
9
16
23
30
Nov. 6
13
20

1976
at NE Louisiana
Idaho
Hawaii
Long Beach State
Nevada (Las Vegas)
at San Diego State
at SW Louisiana
at Fresno State
at Fullerton State
San Jose State
at Utah State

1977
Sept. 10 Colorado State
17 at Idaho
24 at Air Force
30 at Miami (Fla.)
Oct. 8 Hawaii
15 Fresno State
22 at Long Beach State
29 at San Jose State
Nov. 5 San Diego Sate
12 at NE Louisiana
19 Fullerton State
1978
Sept. 9 at Washington
16 at Colorado State
23 Texas-El Paso
30 Long Beach State
Oct. 7 at Fullerton State
14 at Fresno State
21 NE Louisiana
28 at Hawaii
Nov. 4. Utah State
11 San Jose State
18 at San Diego State

Watch Us Freeze

ten years from now, but it is necessary in
the highly competitive area of scheduling:
everyone wants to play the best teams.
No, UOP hasn't scheduled USC, Ohio
State, or Oklahoma. But football fortunes
rise and fall, and perhaps by the time the
Tigers play Washington in 1978, or Utah
State in 1979, or Arizona or South
Carolina in 1980, one of those teams will
be on the top.

Sept. 9
15
22
29
Oct. 6
13

20

Nov.

27
3

10
17

1979
at Texas-El Paso
OPEN
at Idaho
Fullerton State
at Long Beach State
San Diego State
Fresno State
at SW Louisiana
Utah State
at San Jose State
at Hawaii

Sept. 13
20
27
Oct. 4
11
18
25
Nov. 1
8
15
22

1980
Idaho
at Hawaii
Texas-El Paso
Long Beach State
at San Diego State
at Fresno State
at South Carolina
at Utah State
San Jose State
at Arizona
at Fullerton State

Sept. 5
12
19
26
Oct. 3
10
17
24
31
Nov. 7
14

1981
at Texas-El Paso
at Washington
OPEN
Utah State
Fullerton State
at Weber State
at Long Beach State
Fresno State
San Diego State
at South Carolina
at San Jose State

Fifty or More Flavors

REAL ICE CREAM SODAS AND SHAKES... 40 FLAVORS
Super Sundaes • Outrageous Splits • Delicious Grilled Sandwiches
Open Noon 'til 10 p.m., 10:30 Weekends

5757 Pacific — Sherwood Plaza

SENIOR S>flLUrE
"Dave is one of those kids you just love to coach. He
listens, he works at learning his job and doing it
right, and he gets in a game and just plays all-out,"
says one of his coaches. Dave is a starting defensive
end from Manhattan Beach who is one of the Tigers'
steadiest players. Excellent on pursuit and pass
defense, Dave also blocked a punt this year, in the
opening game. At 6-1, 200 pounds, he exhibits all the
right qualities for his position in UOP's 4-4-3
defensive alignment, which calls for him to play line
sometimes and linebacker at others. His coaches
add, "Dave's steady, and he does the job right. He's a
real team leader."
[Drawing by Ted Watts, Studio Art Products,
Oswego, Kansas]

BACKUS
SWMM>
ROY O. WILLIAMS/Associates
BUSINESS & ESTATE CONSERVATION THROUGH INSURANCE • PENSION AND PROFIT SHARING PLANS
1308 WEST ROBINHOOD DRIVE, NO. 17 •

STOCKTON • PHONE (209) 477-0256

atSHmn
we serve fun
(also pizza)

Clip this Ad & Save—Worth $1.00 OFF on Family Size Pizza

SH2KETC

PIZZA—21 VARIETIES
CRISPY FRIED CHICKEN
Et MO-JO POTATOES
TOSSED GREEN SALADS
DRAFT BEER
FROSTY SOFT DRINKS
WINES BY GLASS OR LITER
OLD TIME MOVIES
FUN GALORE
COME AS YOU ARE

PIZZA PABLOft &

ye PUBLIC house
1000 West Robinhood Drive
478-3121
STOCKTON

GOOD LUCK TIGERS

/nay
V

CABINETS
a n d

MILLWORK

JIM MAGUD

•

JOHN MAGUD

Contractor's License 291020

122 SOUTH UNION STREET

•

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95205

•

PHONE (209) 948-2941

JflL linebacker, viewed by your
normal naked eye in the stands, is an
individual of special rank. He gets
more credit than he deserves at times
and is just as often held blamejjess
for questionable execution that brings
groans of anguish when the game
films are shown.
He is the luckiest of defensive
players. He is not hidden in the line
with the dray horses nor is he ex
posed to the groans of the fickle
crowd when a pass he might have
prevented sails complete over the
head of one of the speedy thorough
breds in his deep secondary. Who
gets booed? The cornerback, nat
urally.
He is lucky, for sure. He is usually
one of three at his nominal position,
which permits a certain amount of
blame sharing, but then, he is given
credit in the sports pages as the best
tackier on the field by the illogic of
deceiving statistics. While it is true
he does make those tackles, in many
cases they were angled toward him
by the proper positioning of steady
linemen. And by the same inverted
thought process, the linebacker sel
dom loses brownie points with the
fans for an error in judgment before
or after a play that goes sour. Who
but the coaches, his teammates and
those horror game films will reveal
the indecision that blew the play?
And by the way ... the linebacker
is also most fortunate to have been
chosen, genetically or with Dr. Frankensteinian selectivity, as football s
ideal bod. The trend of modern tac
tical football is to impose a specific
job for a specific man. The big, bruis
ing, blockbuster LB (particularly the
MLB) is fading. The 260 pound Butkus from Illinois U or Nobis from
Texas U are no longer considered
ideal. As the passing game developed
from college to pro, or vice versa,
and the linebacking job required
everything from pursuing a quick
back to bumping a flanker to retreat
ing rapidly on pass defense, the pro
totype became slimmer and faster.
At 205 to 210 in college or at most
220 in pro, he is neither that Brob-

A shooting or "stunting" linebacker can upset many an offensive plan of attack.

dignagian monster who needs two
seats on the plane, nor the relatively
slight bird-legged sprinter-type who
works the corner or safety.
A modern linebacker might claim,
with agreement from his parents and
other linebackers, that he is also the
smartest lad on the field. Why not?
In addition to anticipating offensive
patterns and signalling others of
what's happening, his new ideal
physical dimension requires that he
cover or recover quickly as needed
anywhere at 360 degrees. So, you see,
the LB must not only know what the
coach told him to do, but do it.
An infamous 64-yard touchdown
run in a recent season illustrates the
minuses and plusses of a linebacker's
life. We will store the names and
teams in a time capsule to spare the
living culprit. He is a left linebacker,
or he was on this particular play. It
was second down and a running play
was anticipated. The middle line
backer called the proper defense.

By voice signal, the LLB told the
defensive end on his side to charge
"under" his opposing lineman, while
he, the LLB, would protect the out
side. Meantime, it was also indicated
the safety behind him would move up
to be available for the tackle or cause
the ball carrier to change directions
and lose his running lane.
Of course there were other consid
erations—football is as complicated
as high-low poker—but these were
the basic factors on the LLB s side.
His mistake was being too eager. As
the play developed, the defensive end
was struggling to maintain his area.
The ball-carrier was moving toward
a hole that looked enormous. The
LLB changed directions slightly,
toward the inside. At that point he
also noticed that the safety had over
played somewhat and the LLB
wanted to protect what looked like a
growing avenue. So he adjusted once
more toward the inside . . . not much,
just a half yard or so.
continued
13t

linebacking
continued

Riemaris Fund presents the most
incredible plays of an incredible season.
Freak plays. Upsets. Sensational
sophomores. In 1974, NCAA football was
wilder and woolier than ever. If you missed
any of it, "Fireman's Fund Flashbacks" will
give you a second chance. Because, during
half-time on ABC-TVs NCAA national
telecasts, we're replaying the highlights of
last year's outstanding games.
Monday, Sept.8 Monday, Sept.15 Saturday, Oct. 4 Saturday, Oct.11 Saturday, Oct. 25 Saturday, Nov. 22 -

Missouri at Alabama*
Notre Dame at Boston College
Ohio State at UCLA*
Michigan at Michigan State
USC at Notre Dame
Ohio State at
Michigan
Thursday, Nov. 27 - Georgia at Georgia Tech
Friday, Nov. 28 - UCLA at USC*

Fireman's Fund Insurance is bringing
you these games on behalf of your local
Independent Insurance Agent. He repre
sents many fine insurance companies.
So he's the best man to see about insuring
your home, car, life, or business against
the unexpected. And if you don't think the
unexpected can happen, just tune in:
Saturday, Nov. 29 - Army-Navy
Saturday, Nov 29 - Alabama at Auburn
Saturday, Dec. 6 - Texas A&M at Arkansas
Saturday, Dec. 20 - The Liberty Bowl
Monday, Dec. 29 - The Gator Bowl
Wednesday, Dec. 31 - The Sugar Bowl
Plus other key games as season
progresses.
'Night games.

At once the man with the ball
crossed his left leg over and changed
directions. Again, the normal naked
eye could not see how devastating
that tiny swing would be. The runner
was now only a yard, maybe a yard
and a half, wide of the angle designed
on the coach's blackboard. The de
fensive end was out of it; the left
linebacker was overcommitted; the
safety was a step too far.
The running back popped through
the hole and discovered ecstasy. He
was only a power fullback and not
swift but he was away, alone, a stride
ahead on a straight path. Every pur
suer could beat him at 40 yards, yet
when forced to pivot, they gave up
valuable territory. It was six points.
"The problem," said his coach,
"was evident to us on the field at
once but agonizing on the films. The
runner knew what to do with the
slightest opening. He was the type
who ran with his eyes open. The very
fact that he was not really very fast
meant he had to compensate by being
smart.
"What happened was this—the
linebacker, in his eagerness, took on
one duty too many. He should not
have compensated for the problems
of others. He had his area to cover
but he left it. In a few steps we had
three positions not fully handled."
Modern football, like checkers,
stresses protection for every desig
nated square of the field. Obviously
it is impossible to cover 100 yards of
length and 60 yards of width, but
along with protection comes pursuit.
When one man does his job well—it
may be turning in a play, or harassing
a quarterback—others must be ready
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to clean up. Total pursuit is the law
of defense, and as avid football
watchers will attest, it is often like
the law of the jungle—get him and
survive!
The role of the linebacker has
changed over the years. In early foot
ball (remember, old grad] a typical
defense listed seven men on the line
and a diamond backfield. One line
backer stood behind the line, two
halfbacks were in the corners, and
one safety stood somewhere in the
vicinity of his own goal posts as the
last hands of hope.
Nobody called defensive sets or
plays. It was simple: If a play came
your way, you stopped it (or you
didn't]. Those were the days of the
roving guards who acted like a sec
ond linebacker. And though the dia
mond defense would have been a
lollipop for today's quarterbacks and
receivers to eat ilp, in those times
rushing was 90 percent of the game
and the big linebacker cruised to the
core of the contact and lent his
weight and zest to the pileup.
Many innovations have changed
the duties of linebackers. Now the
standard number is three and the one
in the middle, often with help from
the bench, calls the plays. But line
backers stunt (move back and forth
or side to side before the ball is
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Fireman's Fund American Insurance Companies. Home office:San Francisco.
Look for your Fireman's Fund Agent in the Yellow Pages.

Absorbing and brushing off a block
is a
necessary talent for any skillful linebacker.

snapped); in the Missouri defense
two overshift to one side and another
moves into the line; in the Okie de
fense two play evenly behind their
middle "down four" and one goes
into the line; there are still such
things as umbrella and eagle de
fenses, odds and evens, or whatever
a successful coach of that particular
season devises and is copied by his
peers in the name of his school.
In revolving defenses when, for ex
ample, a running play for short yard
age is anticipated, a cornerback or
safety man may move up even closer
than the linebackers. On pass situa
tions, there may be three on the line
and four or five linebackers. The
terminology of position-designation
is not always exact in modern foot
ball, but the end idea is the same—
get as many people as possible
toward the route of the football. Line
backers, the lucky ones, are leaders
in recovered fumbles and intercepted
short passes which require glowing
reports in next day's newspaper
stories.
You can get an argument on the
relative difficulties of college and
pro linebackers. The collegians must
face different styles weekly, espe
cially the many variations off the
quarterback options. The pro line
backer will see essentially the same
designed offense every week.
"My three linebackers," said one
West Coast pro coach, "would eat up
Ohio State's five running plays."
"My triple option," said one MidWest college coach, "might just
make some of those zone protecting
pro backers wonder where the ball
went."
a

The Eagle 5-2 defense puts 5 men in a
strong position to rush the passer and
stop the inside running game.

With the tackles split out wide, the com
mon "5-2" or "5-0" defense lines up strong
against the outside rush.

Known as either the "Pro" or "40" or "4-3",
this once popular alignment is relatively
inaffective against the judgment rushing
of the veer and wishbone.
1 5t

THE
QUARTERBACK
*An all-around talent

Throwing accurately on the run comes with many hours of practise and is a rare trait among QB's

T

• i here is probably no more talked
about or debated person on a football
team than the quarterback, and for
good reason. He is the focal point,
the field general, the player that takes
the snap from center and starts every
play.
On many college teams he is the
man who calls the plays, and on his
shoulders rests the fate of games and
seasons. Many coaches argue about
the quarterback's importance to a
team.
Some say he is only one of 11
players, and in some systems he op
erates as just another player. But on
most squads the quarterback is the
man that pushes the offensive but-
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tons and how well he does it often
can make the difference between
winning and losing. He is an allaround athlete who can throw well,
run and think under pressure. The
advantages of such a multi-talented
quarterback are many, although find
ing someone to serve as both an ex
cellent passer and runner is more dif
ficult than getting someone who is
average at one of these but good at
the other.
On the professional level, most
quarterbacks do little running and
are primarily passers.
Collegiate signal callers, on the
other hand, do more running because
of the wide-open nature of the game.

In pass-oriented offenses, the quar
terback may run very little, but a
majority of schools like to have their
quarterback do some running to keep
the defenses honest.
Because defenses operate on the
principle of what will likely happen
in a given situation based on the
team's past history, a quarterback
who runs well gives the defense an
other problem to worry about.
If a defense, for example, knows
that the quarterback seldom runs, or
is such a poor runner that he poses
little threat, then it can prepare for
the pass and ignore the run in many
situations. But if the quarterback is
a dangerous runner, the defense has
to play for both, and this makes the
player twice as hard to defend against.
In most cases a quarterback is bet
ter at one phase of the game than the
other. A good runner is many times
not as sharp a passer, and vice versa.
But this is where the good and aver
age quarterbacks are separated from
the great ones.
The best field generals make up for
physical deficiencies by working hard
on their weak points and making their
actions unpredictable. Even though
a quarterback may be an average
passer, he still can complete a good
percentage if he keeps the defense
off-balance with his running and un
expected passes.
The game's mental part is an aspect
that makes a quarterback's plays just
as important as his ability to run or
pass.
Although on many college teams
the coach calls the plays, the quarter
back still has to possess leadership
ability while performing under fire.
Audibles are called by almost all
teams where the quarterback often
has to change a play at the line of
scrimmage because of something the
defense does at the last moment. This
takes a firm knowledge of the entire
game and the ability to out-think the
opposition, just as if the quarterback
had called all of the original plays.
continued 211

Take the surf and the sea breeze, the lush pine forest and
the quiet sandy beaches. Wrap them around three of the world's most famous
golf courses, a Beach and Tennis Club, equestrian center, and elegant accom
modations. Yes, the recently redecorated Del Monte Lodge is a special place
indeed, and a favorite for those who enjoy quality dining, dancing, and relaxing.
Why not make it your special place, too?

Del Monte Lodge at Pebble Beach

PURE QUALITY

by Art Rosenbaum,
San Francisco CHRONICLE

Inside the 20-yard line, the complexity of the football game changes drastically.
The strategies employed in this area near the goal are varied and inventive. What
will your team do today to keep their opponents out of the end zone?

Standing in wait, the defensive lines senses added tension inside the 20.

•• t one amusing point in the 1975
football pre-season, a wrestler known
as Andre the Giant talked of trying
for a place on the defensive line, or as
a linebacker, with the Washington
Redskins.
Well, you know how these Wash
ington rumors get around. Andre
didn't really say it; a Redskins of
ficial said it for him. Andre Roussin-

off, who stands 7 feet 5 inches and
weighs 444 pounds, makes $265,000
a year as a wrestler, enough to buy a
whole coaching staff.
But the notion that a huge human
could be useful in special situations
on the defense, especially from 20
yards back to the goal line, is entirely
in order. Andre the Giant never
played football in France on his
father's farm, but he did move pianos

and several times lifted a truck. What
more could a coach ask during a goal
line stand?
Platooning has developed special
ists and an Andre type, junior size, is
just the man for the crisis defense.
Every school has a fellow not quite
fast enough for every down, but so
full of guts and thunder he can fit
in somewhere at hold-that-line time.
Such a one was Marty Brill, a normalcontinued 22t
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quarterback
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"I have flouted the Wild.
/ have followed its lure, fearless, familiar, alone;
Yet the Wild must win, and a day will come
When I shall be overthrown!'*Robert Service

The black sheep of Canadian liquors!

Yukon
Jack

There's a breed of men with gypsy blood. Like these
men, Yukon Jack is a black sheep, a liquor that goes
its own way.
Soft-spoken and smooth, Yukon Jack is unlike any
Canadian spirit you've ever tasted. Its hundred-proof
potency simmers just below the surface.
Straight, on the rocks or mixed, Yukon Jack is a taste born
of hoary nights when lonely men struggle to keep their
fires lit and their cabins warm.

100 PrOof Imported LlQUCUTmadewith Blended Canadian Whisky.
Yukon Jack. Imported and Bottled by Heublein Inc., Hartford, Conn. Sole Agents U.S.A.*©1907 Dodd, Mead & Co., Inc.
For a full color 30 » x 40-1 poster of this original art, send $2.00 to Yukon Jack, P.O. Box I1I52, Newington, Conn. 06111. No cash please.
Offer good while supply lasts. Void in Kansas, Mississippi, Oklahoma, Tennessee and other states where prohibited. Allow 4 weeks for delivery.

Once the play begins, the quarter
back has to be aware of what the de
fense is doing and be instantly sure
of what he will do to combat it. In
an option offense, the quarterback
has to determine the play as it de
velops, depending on how the de
fense plays the situation.
In a case like this, the quarterback
may take the ball, start to his right
and see if the defensive tackle is go
ing to shut down on the fullback
going into the line. If the fullback is
free, he hands him the ball; if not, he
carries it outside to see who the de
fensive end takes. If the end comes
after him, he pitches it to the half
back who probably will be free to
turn upheld. If the end goes after the
halfback, the quarterback will keep
the ball and cut upheld.
All of these decisions have to be
made in a split second, so a quarter
back operating a triple option team
really has decided the play as it de
velops.
So, even if the quarterback isn't
calling the plays, he nevertheless
makes important decisions in leading
those plays. As one major college
coach maintains, "The quarterback
must be in charge out there. If the
team doesn't have confidence in what
he's doing, and if the coach doesn't
have confidence in what he's doing,
he isn't going to be able to do the
job."
In order to lead effectively, make
propitious decisions and gain experi
ence, a quarterback needs to know
his team thoroughly.
"You have to know the weak
nesses and strengths of your team
mates as well as your own," ob
served one quarterback. "You have
to know what each man can do be
fore you call upon him to do it. You
have to know which ones get mad
and then you have to know when
their getting mad is going to give you
trouble and when it's going to give
you the extra help you need. You
can't just stand out there calling the
plays and expect the guys to run like
machines. You have to know your
personnel, too."
To familiarize himself with the peo
ple he works with most—the receiv
ers—a quarterback must work end
less hours every day to perfect his
passing skills. Most quarterbacks

Efficient backfield manuevering, including the
pitchout, is as important to a QB as a good
arm.

work different patterns with their
pass catchers and practice throwing
the ball behind receivers just enough
so that at the last second he has
to twist around and come back to the
ball. This may look bad from the
stands, but it is one of the best passes
quarterbacks throw. As one "QB"
notes, "Looks don't count. The only
thing that counts is getting that ball
into your man's hands and that's
what I work at."
The timing between receiver and
quarterback is so crucial that many
passes are thrown before the receiver
has made his cut. The ball actually is
thrown to a spot where the receiver
will be when the ball gets there. This
is what all of those long hours of
practice accomplish.
Just like a pitcher in baseball, a
good quarterback has to use differ
ent types of passes to keep the de
fense off balance. He has to be able
to throw long or short, and be accu
rate at any distance. He has to be
able to throw bullets or nice, gentle
lob passes over linebacker's heads
into the flat.

One of the hardest passes is the
quick out. The quarterback must set
up, fake quickly in one direction,
then turn and fire a bullet-type pass
to an end or flanker on the opposite
sideline. This pass looks easy, but
only strong-armed men can be accu
rate with these types of throws be
cause they cover a lot of ground. The
receiver may be only eight to ten
yards downfield, but the quarterback
has to throw an additional 30 or 40
yards across the field, not an easy
task.
Interceptions are the bane of any
quarterback, and no matter how frus
trated the fans get about one being
thrown, you can bet the quarterback
is doubly circumvented. Everybody
throws them, and coaches agree that
there are three basic reasons for it.
The first is a poorly executed pass
pattern by the receiver. The second
is simply a bad throw. The third hap
pens because of a good charge by a
defensive lineman and the quarter
back getting rid of the ball and not
knowing where it's going. When to
dump the ball off and when to just
hang on and take the loss is some
thing that has to be learned by all
quarterbacks.
Another aspect of the quarterback's
role that is often overlooked, is
his ability to handle the ball. Fak
ing a pass or run and doing the op
posite can be effective weapons if
used properly. Some quarterbacks
never can make convincing fakes
while others are so clever that on
many occasions the defense doesn t
know where the ball really is. Being
a deft, clever ball handler and yet
not losing the ball via fumble are
important traits that coaches look
for in choosing a quarterback. A
good passer who can't execute run
ning plays smoothly hurts the entire
ground attack. Most coaches want
someone who can do both and some
times will sacrifice the better passer
in order to have a quarterback who
is steady and can handle the ball
without muffing it.
Although only one of 11 men, a
quarterback earns his place in the
public eye because of his enormous
responsibility to the team as a leader
on the field and the player who can
make an offense go through his myr
iad of skills.
_
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GOAL-LINE
continued

sized middle linebacker with a heart
bigger than his body but, sad to re
late, a little slow of foot. He was on
the Stanford Rose Bowl team that
beat Ohio State in 1971 and though
he was called infrequently, his pres
ence was most useful.
"He was a head hunter," remem
bers Mike White, former assistant to
John Ralston at Stanford, now head
coach at UC Berkeley. "We used him
on goal line situations. It was amaz
ing how he could get to the core when
his position didn't require too much
lateral mobility. As we coaches say,
he could get his hat on the football.
As soon as the other team reached

The power dive over center is a common call
inside the 20.

our 20, Marty knew it was his call."
In that same era, Ohio State had
one of the decade's swiftest, smart
est, most savage tackling secondary
backs in the country. Jack Tatum was
drafted immediately and placed at
strong safety, becoming a first team
man in his first season with a club
that consistently wins its division and
conference.
It takes all kinds. A super player
like Jack Tatum was bread and butter
for Woody Hayes' goal line stands.
But a Marty Brill, or one like him,
could be just as important when it's
4th and 2.
And, interestingly enough, the
names of the new Marty Brills are

fairly well-known to the modern football viewer. In the ancient oneplatoon days when substitutions
were limited—for a long time only at
the quarters—the customers would
have laughed, or swooned, or both,
if a horde of helmeted people
changed sides in mid-down. And the
notion of a third squad, the so-called
"special teams," would be either
hilarious or nauseous, or both.
Platoons were not with us very
long. In 1951 they became legal in
college football, in a restricted way,
providing memory tests for fans and
journalists. The benches were wider
to accommodate the larger squads,
and later the change of personnel
became so automatic even the typists
in the press box were not confused.
At first it was slow; each player was
supposed to report to an official and
state who he was replacing. For sev
eral games the lineup looked like
Friday at the unemployment insur
ance office. Finally the whole idea
was shelved and a "speed card" list
ing all the players was deemed suf
ficient. Later, by 1957, there had been
modifications in platoons, limiting
substitutions to three at a time, and
still later it was back again to un
limited substitutions, any play, any
down. But even as these lines are
being written, powerful officials with
their fingers on the budget are sug
gesting a return to iron man football
because, frankly, it's cheaper. They
use the argument applied to baseball
—that one platoon is a test of the
"total man"; that an athlete must be
able to do many things when he
plays offense and defense, covers
punts, blocks for a punt returner,
etc. etc.
True, but is the all-purpose man
equal to the job the Marty Brills and
Jack Tatums could do backed against
the final line? Not likely.
A football field is 100 yards long.
Eighty yards of it is "three-down
area," or territory which must yield
a first down in three downs or the
attacking team suffers the embarrass
ment of giving up the ball, or at best,
tries for a field goal instead of a
touchdown.
The last twenty yards is "fourdown area." The offense expects to
make a first down and keep the ball
alive within four downs, utilizing the
final down if necessary, and the de
fense knows it must hold on the
"extra" down.
From the 20 in, different things
start to happen down on that field.
With less air to defend, some teams
will shift from zone defense to manfor-man . . . the closer to the goal,
the closer to the man. One cue to the
defense is the offensive club's stacked

line. When the flankers or wings are
still playing outside, the defensive
line must also be loose, but when two
tight ends are in there at the same
time, and everything is bunched, the
defense must adjust with its hopeful
goal line stand while the rooters
plead for hidden strength from a
heavenly source. Now the pressure
is on. Isn't that a linebacker on all
fours in the middle of the line? Or
two linebackers? The free safety isn't
under the goal posts as usual, he's
taking a stance back of his tackle's
shoulders.
Strictly speaking, the "speed card"
listing positions is valid less than 80
percent of the time. It says the man
is Left Tackle, Defense, but why is he
shifting across the line? Because the
offense has sent in another running
back who, the scout reports insist,
will dart to this left 85 percent of the
time. And our Left Tackle, Defense, is
the strongest snifter-outer of any
given play as well as the best tackier
up front—so we send him to right
for a particular play.
How often, too, is the split end
actually a wide receiver (remember
when they called him a lonesome
end?); the safety or cornerback a
linebacker; the linebacker a lineman;
the middle linebacker another safety
in the "prevent defense"; the fullback
a halfback, or halfback a fullback;
the weakside guard a strongside
guard, or vice versa; the flanker a
tight back; the tight end a wide re
ceiver, and on and on.
The pros introduced a bit of subter
fuge in the huddle last season. They
encircled with 15 or more men, and
just before time for the play, all but
eleven would remain. The other team
did not know which players would
stay and in this highly computerized
age, the maneuvers upset their in
put. It was too easy to say they'd only
have eleven men after all the taffy
pulling.
By the playbook, some opposing
players were strong in one action and
others devastating elsewhere. The
pros ruled the deceit illegal this sea
son . . . but there remains in college
and pro ball that other legitimate de
vice, the positioning of a player any
where. Your team is on the nine, sec
ond down. A six yard gain would
raise the roof and cause the ABC
broadcast crew to crank up the in
stant replay. What happened? Well,
you see, the offense removed a wide
receiver and substituted with a big
back, making three running backs in
all. After some hocus-pocus—fake
handoffs and the like—two big backs
blocked and the third took the ball
through Hole No. 5 as the center
sneaked through and sheared off a
continued 24t
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linebacker.
That would leave it third and three
for a touchdown. A difficult situation
for both sets of brains. The two tight
ends are on the field along with the
three halfbacks. The defense has
shored up with its go-for-broke mid-

keeps the ball—everybody is looking
for everybody except the quarterback
who is supposed to hand off. But a
good defense is never without a
smashing end, a type who devours
quarterbacks. The danger of electing
that dainty little end run is that if
this quarterbackeater (who is usually
fast and ferocious) should happen to
break through the blockers, he would
have a lovely angle on the fleeing
quarterback and could spill him for
a six yard loss—leaving Team A (the
offense) with fourth and nine and the
boos of the cynics ringing in the
coach's ears. Fourth and nine, dun-

Ready to explode, opposing lines mentally prepare for the tremendous clash about to commence
on the 5 yard line.

die linebackers and may have in
serted some relative of Andre the
Giant in the line. Mobility is vital in
other spots, but with their tails on
their own goal line as they take their
stances, the defense line's primary
job is to maintain a piece of real
estate — no yielding. Behind them,
the linebackers are tight, the outer
secondary more inner than outer.
This bunching process often leaves a
defense vulnerable to a dainty little
end run by the quarterback who
24t

derhead! . . . you were on the same
yard line with the second down.
Let's backtrack. It's first and 20.
The wheels of strategy are turning on
both sidelines. The defense goes to
the book.
Is this a passing team or a running
team? If it is the former, a strict zone
with a little bump-and-run is advis
able. If it is the latter, and that would
be typical in major college ball today,
first down and even second down
will be rushing plays, off the option.

If so, the Oklahoma defense that fea
tures a man over the center will
prevail.
First and 20 to the goal is difficult.
Any first down with ten to go is a
hardship on the offense. The team
with the ball would rather have a
first down on the 15, for example,
with a chance to run for another first
down and be inside the five . . . first
and five is simply delicious.
Those last yards are the most im
portant to get and the most precious
(for the defense) to hold.
Let's assume two running plays
gain five and it is now third and five.
Now the defense must dig in . . . a
pass is probable, another run is prob
able, a trick play (like an end around)
is probable—hell, anything is prob
able.
Again we return to fundamentals.
What is the offensive formation, be
fore and after the first move? Did
they shift into an unbalanced line, or
did the man-in-motion suddenly
swing back to be in blocking, or at
least screening position? Did the of
fense add weight in the line? Is the
third running back in? Where is that
speedy flanker—inside or outside?
The defense either meets the prob
lem or anticipates it. Big forwards
match other big forwards. Lineback
ers move in, or move out. Protect the
flanks. Don't leave the middle un
guarded. Pursuit! Pursuit!
Life is very cluttered inside the 20.
If you can't see the whites of their
eyes through their face masks, fear
not. Remember what the playbook
says—guard your square of land. If
you seek a refinement, watch the run
ning back's torso for a clue on his
next feint; or off the ball, watch the
blocking back's or running guard's
pivot heel to detect which way they'll
pull, or if they'll charge straight on.
Now you're down on the goal line.
If you are playing for Ohio State or
Michigan, you can almost guarantee
a goal line stand versus a goal line
plunge (and a nationwide argument
later). Did he make it? By George, I
think he did . . . but by television, I
think he didn't!
Spectators can see more when the
ball is not inside the 20. But when
the ball is in scoring position, the
whole mood is different. The heart
thumps, the crunch is louder, the
tactics on both sides are in some
ways more demanding, and it is no
place for the timid. This is "The Pit."
This is the ultimate test of a football
player.
_

24 RON TURNER, WR

48 BRI4N PEETS'TE

A junior JC transfer who has started at split
end all year . . . great hands and deceptive
speed . . . has nine catches for 192 yards and
one TD this year . . . runs good routes,
impressed in the Spring Game ... at 6-2, 180
pounds, calls Martinez home.

28 MIKE KllE¥' SAE

Two-year starter at safety for the Tigers . . .
one of the steadiest players on the team . . .
works well in defensive backfield with Kelley
and Cummings ... has intercepted four
passes this year to rank second on team in that
category . . . consistent player, great hitter. .
6-0, 180 pounder from Long Beach will be
missed next year.

A 6-4, 200-pound sophomore from nearby
Linden who should have a great future as a
Tiger . . . presently the second tight end
behind the team's leading pass receiver . . .
sees a lot of action in running situations as
Tigers use two tight ends at times . . . has five
receptions for 73 yards and one TD this
season.
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These People Keep UOP's Tigers Roaring
Pacific Athletic Foundation
Max J. Paulsen
President
Lewis A. Cryer
Executive Director
William Aaron, DDS
Albert's Restaurant
Randy Albertsen Farms
Alpine Packing Co.
Alpine Roofing Co.
John Atwood
Rink Babka Distributing
Rink Babka
Tony Morelli
Harry Bader, DDS
Marvin Bargagliotti & Son
Henry Barkett, DDS
Ted F. Baun
Berberian Brothers, Inc.
Anthony Bertilacchi
Bill & Betty Bianchi
Big Valley Cablevision
M/M Wade Bingham
John Blinn, M.D.
Charles Bloom
Ernest Bobson
Bockmon & Womble Electric
Brea Agricultural Service
Albert Brocchini Farms
Bernard Buckholz
Joseph Calcaterra
Dominick Campora
Carando Machine Works
Castle Upholstery & Interiors
Bill Beauchamp
Mike Charles—I.B.M.
Margaret Cheadle
Stanley Clark, M.D.
Collins Electric
Henning Thompson
Howard Conn
John Connelly
Walter "Smithy" Corneille
Wayne Courtright
Crestwood Hospital

Davis & Associates
Ray Delap
Delicato Vineyard
Delta Agencies
Nick Chiarchianis
Darrhl Dentoni & Associates
M/M Cedric Dempsey
Dinubilo Co.
John Dinubilo, Jr.
Lee Hanson
Laurence E. Drivon, Esq.
Robert Eakin, DDS
Robert Eberhardt
Eckert Cold Storage, Inc.
G. Tom Egan
Dick Eichenberger
M/M Morrison C.
England, Sr.
Vince Erardi
Wesley Evans, M.D.
Robert Fairchild
John Fall's Men's Shop
Farmers Bag & Supply Co.
Robert Ferguson
Tom Fields Used Cars
Flintkote Co.
Ken Fong Associates
Ford & Norris
Elmer Fox & Co.
Harvey Mullen
FranRica Mfg., Inc.
Jack Fraser
Freeman & Rishwain
Maxwell Freeman
Robert Rishwain
Gene Gabbard
William Gaines
Geweke Ford
Giant Motors
Frank Mundt
Walter M. Gleason
Ray Granucci
Fritz Grupe
Dick Haines

Norman Harris
Hatch Cover Restaurant
Howard F. Hawley
H. J. Heinz Co.
Larry Heller
Hickinbotham Bros., Ltd.
William Highfill
The Hobin Co.
Warner Holden
Holiday Inn
Beryl Jensen
Holt Bros.
Thomas Huff, M.D.
Carl Isaacs, Realtor
M/M Richard Johnsen, Jr.
KFIV Radio
KJOY Radio
KSTN Radio
KWG Radio
M/M Joseph Kaeslin
Thomas Kaetzer
Frank Kay
Keith's Trophy Supply
Kendalls Inc.
Grant Kenyon
Jerry Kirsten
Roy Kirsten
Klein Bros., Inc.
Oscar Budd Kleinfeld
Knapp Ford
Knobby Shop
Donald Lamond, M.D.
Jeffrey Larson
Rick Lenzi
David Levinson, Inc
Paul Jacobson
Lift Truck Service Corp.
Lodi Iron Work Inc.
Lodi Pattern & Mfg. Co.
Thomas J. Long
Everett Low, DDS
William Low, DDS
Clarence A. Luckey, M.D.
Manteca Bulletin

Manteca Datsun
Curley Harder
Mariani's Men's & Boy's
Clothing
A. H. Martin, Inc.
Midas Muffler
AI Marchick
Ralph McClure
McDonald s
Don Schroder
Mrs. Beth McGaw
John W. McHugh
Insurance Agency
M/M Harry Martin
Meadows Camera Shop
Tony Meath
Mendosa's Men's Wear
Lee Metzger
Mid-Cal National Bank
Don Westerman
Frank Miller, Inc.
Merlin Miller
H. Leroy Minatre
E. F. Mitchler Co.
Mizuno Bros.
Morita Bros. Mobile
M/M Ken Mork
Stan Morri Ford & Mercury
Morris Bros.
National Cash Register
Don Hoelle
New York Life
Max Paulsen
M/M Si I Nogare
Fred Nusz
Tom Okamoto
Jim Paige's Super Duper
Chevron
Leroy Parker, Esq.
Bill Parks Chevron
Pinkerton Foundry
Charles Plumb
Porterfield Jewelry
Port of Stockton Food Dist.

Portside Builders
Prime Rib Inn
Professional Chevron Service
Prospect Motors
Bill Halvorson
Rainmaker Pipe Co.
Ram Exploration Co.
Ron Daniel
Ranch Meat Service
Keith Reeve
Reid Travel Service
Ripon Farm Service
Mark Robinson
Roek Construction
Kenneth G. Rose
A. Rossi Inc.
Rue, Hutchison, Willey
& DeGregori
Ryan Outdoor Advertising
Sherman Saffier, M.D.
Sanborn Chevrolet
San Joaquin First Federal
Savings & Loan
Robert Sankus, M.D.
Eckhard Schmitz
Arlee F. Scott
Segale Travel Service
Ernie Segale
Victor Segarini, Jr.
Joseph Serra, M.D.
Mel Serventi
Kyser Shimcsaki
Snell, Moretto & Riesenbeck,
CPA's
Soup Sellar Catering
State Savings & Loan Assoc.
Jim Conklin
Sousa's
Alex Spanos
Spiekerman Family
M/M Howard Stagg IV
Stockton Datsun
E. J. "Woody" Woods

Stockton Dodge-ChryslerPlymouth
Bob Byington
Stockton Inn Shell Service
Stockton Record
Stockton Savings and Loan
Assoc.
David Rea
Stockton Terminal &
Eastern Railroad
Thomas K. Beard
Frank Telles
Harold W. Thompson
William Travaille
Travale Porsche & Audi
Travel By Charles
Albert Charles
Trebino's Catering
Lou Tsunekawa
Union Safe Deposit Bank
Valley Electric
Charles & Earl Raffety
Valley Steel Inc.
Bob & Norm Beckham
W. W. Vernon Co.
Ben Wallace, Jr.
Frank Wallace
Warnock Machine &
Tool Mfg.
Thomas Welch
Jack Wilcox
Owen E. Wilkinson
Roy O. Williams
The Willmette Company
Robert C. Winter, M.D.
A. J. Worthington
Yagi Brothers
Pete Yagi
Yamada Bros.
Bob Yamada
Calvin Yamada
John K. Yamaguchi
Frank Yorke
Floyd Zastrow

Quarterback Club
Jack Hutchison, President
CENTURY CLUB

Robert F. Atkinson
Babka Distributing
Hyman Berebitsky
John Blinn, M.D.
Roy Boatman
Coehlo & Bacchetti Inc.
Philip K. Coddington
Jack Colberg
Forrest Darby
Albert Dell Aringa
Dell Aringa & Meath
Delta Cabinets & Millwork
John Magud
Jerry Dingman—GEMCO
Leon H. Eakes
Robert Eberhardt
Nathan Esformes
Farmers & Merchants Bank
Vince Fastiggi
Ivan F. Finley
Fran Rica Mfg. Co.
Frey Distributing Company
Frisbie & Warren
Tom Graham
Cecil Harp
Herb H. Harper
Howard Hawley
Wilson A. Heefner, M.D.
Carl M. Johnson
Clarence Kamps
Thomas Kaetzer
Krank Kay
Keith's Trophy Supply
Charles Knutson
Tom Lebherz
Machado Brothers
Malan Van & Storage
Andy Mangili
Manteca Datsun
Manteca Leasing Company
Bernetta Allen
D/M Stanley E. McCaffrey
Ralph McClure
Tom Mellis
Wesley Middleton
Robert Neumiller
SiI Nogare
Peirano Brothers & Co.
Fred Picchi
Frank Rellegri
Ed Reiter
SanCo Disposal Service
Eckhard Schmitz
Don Schroder
Simi & Dorado Harvesting

Donald J. Smith
Jack Snyder
Spingolo Trucking Company
Squire Clothiers
Stockton Savings & Loan
Lester Tiscornia
Valley Steel Inc.
Paul Ware
Thomas Welch
Owen E. Wilkinson
Dr. Robert R. Winterberg
Calvin Yamada
HALF CENTURY CLUB

Len Abbott
Jack B. Abrahamson
Warren H. Atherton
Rocco Benigno
M/M William R. Bentler
Mark Bray
Larry G. Brehm
Brignardello, Morris &
Bolzendahl
Brown Brothers Adjusters
James D. Bush
Carmen's Restaurant
Dr. James H. Corson
M/M Freed Cotham
Helen Cryer
M/M Lewis A. Cryer
Ken Cufaude
Cutting—Thompson Co.
Alan Dale Restaurant
Supply Inc.
Vic Deganna
M/M Clifford Dochterman
Tom Ford
Lee Fowler
Ernest Frietas
Jack Gatto
W. A. Hachman
John Hammer
Hardware Mart
R. W. Harvey
Hayes Chiropractic
John Heagerty
James E. Hill
David Hogan
Cecil Humphreys
Jack Hutchison
Industrial Container Service
George L. Jacklich
William H. Kelley
Knobby Shop
E. J. 'Bob'' Leek
Bainbridge B. Leland
Ted Leland
Mallots Honda

Larry Manfull
Manteca Trailer &
Camper, Inc.
Alan Marchick
McFall, Burnett & Asher
Harold I. Miller
Monroe Calculators
Thomas Mooney
John Obertello
Michael O'Bryon
R. C. Olson
C. J. Olson
Jim Parker
Theodore Poulos
Pre-Peeled Potato Company
Don Price
Reed Robbins
Sanguinetti Insurance
Agency
Jack C. Shaughnessy
Louis Shoneff
Peter W. Smith
Jack Snyder
Dale Spoonhour
Everett W. Stark
Swearigen-Jentoft Olds,
Buick & Opel
Termite Control Co.
Harold Thompson
E. P. "Gene" Tiscornia
Fred Ungaretti
Jack Williams Ranches
Douglas E. Wilson
QUARTER CENTURY CLUB

A & A Tool Rentals
Gary Abernathy
Howard M. Abrams
Agri-Industrial Bearing
Company
Glen Albaugh
Anderson's Escort Service
Don Babcock
Jay Baker
Bank of Tokoyo
John K. Barbieri, M.D.
Donald K. Barry
Bill Bernier
Bertilacchi Insurance
Ed Betz
John Bevanda, Jr.
Blincoe Trucking Company
Manny Borges
Robert L. Borsdorf, Jr.
Jack Bozzano
James V. Bratcher
Gill W. Brehm, M.D.
John Broggi

Brown & Cruikshank, Jr.
Lawrence A. Bruzzone
Leo Burke
Chester G. Caddas
L. W. "Bill" Calvert
Mel Cantaloupi Realtors
William M. Carlile
Harold H. Carr, Jr., DDS
James E. Carroll
W. Timothy Cashin
John B. Cechini
Chemical Weed Control
Rich Christie
Walter Clark
Thomas Cy Coleman
Collins Tune-Up & Garage
Collins Realty
Phillip Comfort
James E. Conklin
Conti Brothers
Jimmie Ruth & Susan Cope
Craig L. Corren
Irving Corren
James Cose
Dawson Distributing
Dean DeCarli
John DeCicco
M/M Cedric W. Dempsey
Doherty Tire
George Dohrman
Hugh Donnelly, Jr.
Chase Due
Dohrman-King Company
Harold C. Easterbrook
Douglas M. Eberhardt
Ann E. Edelman
Dennis Edwards
Bud Engdahl
Wes Evans, M.D.
Jim Everett
Executive Services
Paul Fairbrook
John Fetters & Associates
Jake Fetzger
Flory Industries
Forrest R. Forbes
Orville E. Fox, Sr.
Fdward Fox, Jr.
Bill Gaines
M/M Jeff Gaines
Pete Gaines
Ted Gaines
Stefano Galanti
Dick Gibson
Bill Giggey
Phillip H. Gillaspy
Great Lakes Chemical
Corporation

Les Grimes
Ernest Haas
Haley Flying Service
Walter Hamblin
Jack Hanna Music
Steve Harder
Kenneth B. Harmon
Norm Harris
Chris Harvey
Doris E. Haskell
Vern Hatch
Ed Hemphill
Dr. Lloyd Henry
Kenneth Hepper
Paul Hermann Realtor
Holiday Inn
John Huber
Duane Isetti
Lindy Jack
Jacobs, Malcolm & Burtt
Oscar T. Jarvis
Louis H. Javete
Johns-Manville Service Corp.
Warren Johnston
Lawrence Jones
K&K Tire and Wheel
George A. Kardoos
Eleanor Sue Keene
Kelly's Auto Supply
Kendall's Inc.
Bill Kester
Jerald Kirsten
Jim Konig
Lee Libo
Sal Lucchesi
Hal B. Lurtsema
Mike Macey
Frank Maffei
John A. Malloy
Manteca Hardware
Gary Marchetti
Bob Massengale
Doug Matheson
Marsh Realtors
Martin Funeral Home
Ralph Maters
Robert H. Mazzera
William J. Mazzera
Tom McDougal
Tony Meath
J. Milano Co., Inc.
Sib Misasi
Stan Morrison
Harold R. Nelson
Richard A. Nemetz
John E. Nisby
James L. Norvell
Susan J. Norvell

W. E. Offerman
Ospital's Villa Basque
W. A. Osterdock
Ron Parker
Frank Pellegrino
Bob Perasso
Al Petrig
Cooper K. Pitsker
Edward J. Pottichen
Bert Powell
Robert E. Powers
Paul Press
Frank Quinn
John L. Raggio
William C. Ramsey, Jr.
Stanley C. Randolph
Harry Rasmussen
Ray's Beverage
John Read
Regency Gift & Antiques
Roger L. Reimer
Milo Roe
Roy C. Sanders
San Joaquin Lumber Co.
Art Sasser
Roy C. Schaeneman
Ralph Schmidt
Dr. Orval H. Schroebel
Edward D. Schwartz
Arnold Scott
Wirt S. Scott, Jr., M.D.
J. M. Sandy Senderov
Joseph Serra, M.D.
Gerald A. Sherwin
V. B. Shortridge
Charles A. Shubert
Don Smiley
Randy Snider
J. Calvert Snyder
Southside Pharmacy
Tony Souza
Tom Starling
Dale Stocking, D.D.S.
Wm. J. Striegel, Jr.
W. K. Sturrock
Jack Tener
Boyd Thompson
Title Insurance & Trust
Totten Equipment
Traverso Brothers
Don Troglia
J. Turner
Mrs. Yukye Ueda
Mike Vanderworp
Vanguard Press
George H. Veldstra
Alexander M. Vujovich
Bud Watkins

Quarterback Club (Cont'd)
Wayne Welk
Western Title Company
Don Widmer
John C. Williams
Roy O. Williams
Ronald W. Williamson
Clifford Wisdom
Maurice R. Wood
Robert Winter, M.D.
Bill Yamada
Bob Yamada
Carl T. Yamada
Clarence Yamada
Richard S. Yamada
Shoji S. Yamada
Harold Zakel
William W. Zerweck

William Aaron, DDS
A-l Television
Charles Alexander
Alfonse Alustiza
American Home Furnishers
G. L. Ashley
Gorden Aulik
Manuel Avila
Bruce Avrit
William P. Bacon
Robert Baglietto
Donald Bailey
Larry Bailey
Charles L. Baker
Joseph H. Baker
Gerry Baldwin
Louis H. Barbieri
Rodell K. Barth
Bob Basso
K. L. Beauchamp
Clarence Beaudry
Dario Bella

Kevin T. Bennett
Reno Berbano
Richard P. Berdion
William Biddick, Jr.
Eugene Bish
Larry Bishop
John Bjork
Bob Blower
Ray Boss
Joe Bova
Brothers Interior Furnishings
Floyd Bryan
R. Brownfield
Jim Brumbaugh
Larry Burgess
Campbell's in the Village
M/M C. A. Caddas
Harold Caldwell
Dennis Calvird
Emery F. Cameron
Howard O. Campbell
David J. Canclini
Ernie Canepa
Mel Carder
Harold Carlson
Pete Carroll
Doug Carter
Ed Case
Elmer Clawson
Robert K. Clemons
Stanford B. Clemons
Wilton H. Colberg
Phil Contreras
M. Corren & Sons
Roy Damilano
Daseler's Animal Hospital
Paul L. Davies, Jr.
J. W. Day
Joey De Foods of Italy
Ellen Deering
Bob Dell Aringa

Polly Martin
President
M/M Howard Conn
Loren Dahl
Charles E. D'Arcy
D/M Carl E. Drake
Ann E. Edelman

George K. Fujita
Denise Gibson
Don Gordon
Bruce C. Gregor
Larry Heller
Lowell Herbert
George Hess

BOOSTER MEMBERS

Delta Pharmacy
Delta Rubber
Ray Delap
Clarence Diffenderfer
John Dinkel
Leo Dion
J. F. Donaldson Tire
Company
Don's Distributing
Pat Doyle
Jack C. Dozier
Jim Drace
Dan Drew
Richard Duarte
Ronald Duerksen
Andre-Paul Esteve
Chet Farnsworth
Laurence Farrar
Marilyn Fields
Harrison M. Fisher
Judy Ford
Bob Foy
M/M Oscar Francis
Jack Francois
Fred Fredericksen
Walter Fredericksen
Robert W. Friedberger
Edwin B. Fuld
Walter M. Genuit
Allan Gibson
Ljubo Glavanic
Peter Formsen
James Gundert
Timothy J. Hachman
Cole Hackley
Charles A. Hahn
Wally Haller
G. Dale Hamilton
Tom Hamilton
Willard Harrell
Walter A. Hastings

Ray Henney
Deborah Ann Holmberg
Charles N. Howell, Jr.
Frank Inamasu
Elkin Isaacs
Lure Johnson
Jack Jordan
Janice Jordan
Fran A. Keppel
Nadine Killian
Alonzo King
H. R. Kitto
Gary Kleeman
Malcolm B. Knisely
Richard E. Kranz
Jack Lambert
Milton Lambertson
Paul Latzke
Bob Lease
Richard Leland
Joe Lents
Howard O. Lenz
Everett Low, D.D.S.
William Low, D.D.S.
Richard Lowry
AA & B Sales
Dan Macias
Don Maffei
George A. Malloy
Ted Marsella
Frank Mauro
Tom McBratney
Maurice McCullen
Guy McElhany
Bill McGregor
Gladys McKeever
E. Leslie Medford
Ralph Merrill
Hackett-Miller Company
Ronald E. Monroe
Henry F. Moody

Robert Shellenberger
Mr. Sib
R. W. Siegfried & Associates
Jud Smith
Kim Smith
Les Smith
Snow White Bakery
Evelyn Spring
Bob Steel
C. H. Steel, Jr.
Jack Stefanich
Howard W. Stokes
V. J. Stoltz
Straub Food Products
Company
Sidney T. Stubbs
C. M. "Bud" Sullivan, Jr.
Sundance Sports
Jess Connor Sutton
Tonky Takeda
Al Tassano
Toscana Baking Company
James Tsunekawa
Doug Unruh
Valley Stucco &
Putty Plant-Inc.
G. W. van Vlack
M/M Lincoln C. Vaughn
James D. Vickerman
Willie Viney
E. Hans Wagner
Ron Walker
M/M James Watson
David Welch
Jolene Welch
Steven Welch
John L. White
Charles E. Williams
Walter Wolterstorff
Yoshikawa Studios
Ron Young

Moradians Inc.
M/M Robert Mottram
Norman Mykles
Walter G. Noack
Harold R. Nelson
Tom Nolen
Norman Nordwick
Chuck Norwood
Official Court Reporters
Jack O'Keefe
Frank Orello
A. J. "Ni" Orsi
Cyril R. Owen
Chris Papas
Pa rdini' s
Frank A. Passadore
Don Pearson
Fred Pennini
George Perazzo
Robert L. Phair
Willis B. Pool, III
David Pope
S. N. Potter Insurance
Agency
Ralph S. Raven
George Retamoza
John P. Rey
Bill Reynolds
Patrick J. Ribeiro
Robert Ricioli
Harvey Robbins
Greg Robinson
Don Rodgers
Frank E. Rosen
Jim Rubiales
M/M Richard Salvetti
Wesley N. Sawyer
Warren Schmidt
Daniel Schroebel
Gary J. Scott
Frederick Selin

Sacramento Alumni Boosters

You
Can

Ray Hunter
Ed Huston
Mildred Huston
Lindy Jack
Robert B. Kent
Nick LaPlaca
Ron Leineke

UOP greatly appreciates the support it receives from its athletic boosters in the Pacific Athletic Foundation, Casaba
and Quarterback Clubs, and the Alumni Boosters. Without their help, UOP would not be able to maintain the excellence of
its athletic programs. (We are one of the smallest schools West of the Mississippi that compete's in NCAA's Division I.)
We would like to invite you to take part in the Booster tradition by joining one of UOP's support groups. Your help
and participation are what will keep UOP in the thick of the athletic fight.
If you would like to become part of this tradition, fill out the application below and return it to the UOP Athletic
Department. Or, if you would like more information on the benefits of belonging, the different levels of participation, or a
breakdown of where your money will go, call Lew Cryer, executive director of the Pacific Athletic Foundation, at
(209) 946-2472.

Help

UOP TIGER BOOSTER CLUBS
• Renewal

Name

Support
Tiger

Business Address
Home Address

_

TOTAL ANNUAL PLEDGE

Zip

Phone (

Zip

Phone (

AMOUNT PAID NOW

$

)

- Exp. Date

MEMBERSHI PC LASS IF I CAT I ON

PLEASE APPLY MY CONTRIBUTION TO:

• FULL SCHOLARSHIP ($4,000)

• PACIFIC ATHLETIC FOUNDATION
(amount)

• TUITION SCHOLARSHIP ($3,000)
• ROOM

• QUARTERBACK CLUB

BOARD SCHOLARSHIP ($1,500)

(amount)

• BOARD SCHOLARSHIP ($1,000)

• CASABA CLUB

• ROOM SCHOLARSHIP ($750)

(amount)

• FEES - BOOKS SCHOLARSHIP ($500)
• CENTURY ($100) • GOLD ($50)

Fill Out

• TIGER BOOSTER ($15)

This

Membership Secured By:

dSILVER ($25)

• ALUMNI BOOSTERS
(amount)
Bill Me:

(Contributions of $100 or more)

d Annually

Make Checks Payable To any of the support organizations listed below:
Pacific Athletic Foundation

Member

$

D Master Charge No.

Application

D New

BALANCE

$

D BankAmericard No.

Athletics

Morgan Stoltz
Jack Toedt
Bud Watkins
Robert G. Welch
M/M Leon Woods

M/M Richard L. Nelson
George O'dell, Jr.
Edgar W. Parsons
John Rohde
Ernest H. Smith
M/M Howard Stagg IV

Margaret Lipper
M/M John Lopez
M/M Harry Martin
Dusty Miller
Bob Monagan
M/M Ken Mork

Quarterback Club

Casaba Club or Tiger Boosters.

Q Quarterly

OSemi-Annually

O Monthly

COMING UP NEXT

Tiger Basketball
DECEMBER 4, 1975

7 : 3 5 P. M.

but the starting time this year has been
moved up to 7:35 p.m. JV games will
begin at 5:20.
Plan now to be on hand for all the
exciting action of Tiger Basketball!

Stan Morrison

ill be
The UOP basketball season wil
here almost before you know it.
The Tigers, who have been practicing
for two-and-a-half weeks now, will open
their home season on Thursday, Decem
ber 4th, against Brigham Young.
All home games will be played once
again in the Stockton Civic Auditorium,

1975-76 TIGER HOME SCHEDULE
Opponent
Brigham Young
Brigham Young
10 Hayward State
13 Wyoming
23 Sacramento State
Jan. 7 Nebraska (Omaha)
12 University of Portland
26 Utah State
Feb. 5 Fullerton State
8 San Diego State
19 Long Beach State
21 Fresno State
28 San Jose State
Mar. 6-7 PCAA Championship Tournament

R. W. "Bob" Klein

F. W. "Bill" Klein

E. F. MITCHLER CO.
Materials for Building

we've kept
tiger paws
warm
for years
"feoW W. tlwm{)i0ti
"The Finest in Floor Coverings"

•
•
•
•

Linoleum
Carpet
Tile
Carpet Steam
Cleaning

MINER AT GRANT
464-9815

J Sand
/ Brick
/ Cement
/ Gravel
/ Stucco Wire

(patios, driveways, basement, etc.)

/ Metal Lathe

RADIO-DISPATCHED TRUCKS

' Reinforcing Steel
Plaster Materials

Phone 466-8941

Stockton

1000 North Union

REMO J. CANEPA,
OWNER

&

V°

CA**

9*207

of' ao9>
STO°

*5

«

TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU-HUNTER AND PARK AND 6230 PACIFIC AVENUE

ALBERT &

YOUR VALLEY
HEADQUARTERS

Sometimes a ball of string, 6 marbles, 2 bottlecaps and 19 cents
isn't quite enough to get Mom just what she's always wanted.
Sometimes that's an emergency where Dad can help.

LaVERNE

for

CHARLES,

Tours/Cruises

OWNERS

Domestic and
International
Travel

Stockton Phone 466-9586

220 West Pine Street, Lodi
(Across from City Hall)

Lodi Phone 368-0623

Master Charge. For the little emergenciesin everybody'slife

TV service technicians
name Zenith lor the two things
you want most in color TV.
I.Best Picture.
In a recent nationwide survey of independent
TV service technicians, Zenith was named,
~more than any other brand, as the color TV
with the best picture.

Q u e s t i o n : In general. I
of the color TV brands
you are familiar with
which one would you
say has the best overall
picture?
Answers:
Zenith

Brand A
Brand B
Brand C
Brand D
Brand E
Brand F
Brand G
Brand H
Brand 1
Other Brands . . .
About Equal
Don't Know

36%

20%
10%
.7%
.6%
.3%
.2%
.2%
.2%
.1%
.3%
11%
.4%

Note Answers total over 100%
due to multiple responses.

II.Fewest Repairs
In the same survey, the service technicians
named Zenith as the color TV needing the
repairs. By more than 2-to-1 over the
next brand.
For survey details, write
to the Vice President,
Consumer Affairs, Zenith
Radio Corporation,

Q u e s t i o n : In general.
of the color TV brands
you are familiar with.
which one woulc you
say requires the fewest repairs?
Answers:

1900 N. Austin Avenue,

Zenith

38%

Chicago, IL 60639.

Brand A
Brand C
Brand D
Brand B
Brand I
Brand F
Brand E
Brand G
Brand H
Other Brands. . .
About Equal....

1 5%
. 8%
.4%
.3%
.2%
.2%
.2%
.1%
.1%
.4%
14%

Don't Know

.9%

The Bordeaux, Country French style, with beautiful
simulated wood finish and genuine wood veneer
top. Model SG2569R Simulated picture.

100% SOLID STATE

The quality goes in before the name goes on.

